.

Santa Catarina is a land of entrepreneurs and
businessmen. Perhaps the best expression of this
vocation is its industry, built over a century of hard work
by visionary and talented people. Its industrial base aided
the formation of a Brazilian state that stands out from

Foreword

the others by the high quality of life it offers its citizens.
In addition to qualified people working in all fields, the
state has an exuberant natural landscape, an asset of the
highest value in the modern world. These factors make
Santa Catarina one of the best places in Brazil – and even
in the world – to live and do business. This is the state we
will present in this publication, which emphasizes industry
and the business opportunities it generates.
Thanks to the quality of its companies, which are
strongly oriented towards exports, Santa Catarina is highly
regarded in the international business community. The
state is experiencing a special moment
with the creation of new commercial partnerships,
developing markets in countries with which it had never
before done business. The industry that our traditional
and new partners will see presented in this guide is
prepared to meet the demands imposed by an
increasingly competitive and globalized world.
In order to supply the most diversified markets, Santa
Catarina industry has improved its organization and
become extremely flexible. With technology and qualified

personnel, companies in a wide variety of sectors are able
to swiftly comply with the most specialized orders, with
ensured quality standards. Companies also know how
to anticipate the market, adopting innovation, research
and development policies that are translated into new
products and industrial processes, impressing clients
throughout the world. These companies understand that
knowledge is the greatest asset of the modern economy,
and invest in technology that allows them to explore
areas of higher aggregated value in several production
chains. In addition, companies in the state have adopted
total responsibility standards, producing in harmony
with both the environment and society.
In short, Santa Catarina industry meets the most
exacting international requirements, and is totally
integrated to the most demanding global production
chains. It is supported by efficient infrastructure and by
an extensive network for knowledge generation and
diffusion. Spatially organized in specialized centers in
different regions of the state, some industries in Santa
Catarina form hubs and clusters that are among the most
important in their sectors in the world. Some of these
sectors are being reproduced in other regions, as new
industrial segments are developed in the state, taking
advantage of existing synergies. All of this transforms
into business opportunities. Our aim is to fulfill them, and
we hope that this guide serves as support.

Alcantaro Corrêa
President - FIESC System
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General Data

Brazil is the world’s fifth largest country in
terms of land size. The vast territory has a
wide variety of climates, vegetation, forms
of land occupation and economic activity.
The Amazon Forest, in the Northern region,
accounts for almost half the national
territory. There are six different biomes in
the country. Brazil is home to the world’s
largest river basin and has about 12% of the
planet’s fresh water. The Atlantic coastline

Brazil

extends from the extreme south to the north
of Brazil. In recent years the country has had
healthy economic and social development.
Its economy is among
the 10 largest in the
world. Improved
quality of life places
the country among
those with the highest
Human Development
Indexes. Brazil has
the world’s fifth
largest population.
It is formed by the
miscegenation of
whites, blacks, Asians
and indigenous
peoples. Most of the
population is young,
while life expectancy
is 73.5 years.
6

Learn more
Brazil has the world’s highest biodiversity spread
among the biomes of the
Amazon, 49% of Brazilian
territory; the Cerrado, a vast
savannah that is 24% of
Brazil; the Atlantic Florest,
13%; Caatinga, a semi-arid
scrub florest that accounts
for10%; the Pampa, 2% and
Pantanal wetlands another
2%. Nine percent of the territory is protected in parks
and nature preserves. Maintenance of these areas, together with the reduction
of carbon dioxide emissions,
contribute towards protecting the planet’s rain cycle
and to the preservation of
biodiversity.

United Nations methodology considers Brazil a country
with a high Human Development Index.

Profile
Official name: Federal Republic of
Brazil.
Independence Day: September 7th.
Capital: Brasilia.
Local time: -3 in relation to Greenwich
(Brasilia).
Government: presidential republic.
Administrative division: 26 states and
one Federal District.
Currency: the real (R$).
Climate: equatorial, tropical, tropical,
high-altitude, Atlantic tropical, subtropical,
semi-arid.
Largest metropolitan regions: São Paulo
(18 million); Rio de Janeiro (11.2 million);
Salvador (2.7 million); Fortaleza (2.4
million); Belo Horizonte (2.4 million).

Nationality: Brazilian.
Official language: Portuguese.
Predominant religion: Christian
(Catholics, 73.6% of population;
Protestants, 15.4%; others, 1.6%).
Ethnic groups: whites (49.9%), mixed
(43.2%), black (6.3%), yellow (0.7%).
Economically active population: 97.5
million.
Installed computers: 50 million. Internet
users: 40 million.
Mobile telephones: 150 million
subscribers.
Landline telephones: 41 million
subscribers.
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Economy

A Growing Country
Economic and institutional stability combined

Brazil

with business competence results in profits.
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Brazil enjoys stability, growth

an important foundation of

and knowledge. As the country

sustainable economic growth.

has achieved economic and

The country has advanced

institutional stability, it has paved

industrial facilities in many

the way for economic growth.

sectors and regions. It is the

Inflation is stable at 5% per year.

world’s seventh largest producer

The financial system is solid. Brazil

of vehicles, and the fourth

follows World Trade Organization

largest of airplanes. Industry

norms. The institutional

is diversified and spread

environment offers security, and

throughout the territory. The

the country recently received an

country is the world leader

investment level ranking from

in exports of agricultural

the leading international risk

commodities and iron. In

evaluation agencies. Within a few

all sectors there are centers

years, foreign investment tripled.

of excellence in professional

Average annual growth in gross

training and research and

domestic production was close to

development. Brazil is a global

5% from 2004 to 2008. Together

reference in agribusiness,

with better income distribution,

the aeronautics industry,

this allowed for growth of the

deep sea petroleum drilling,

middle class. Corresponding to

telecommunications, software

about half of the population,

and biotechnology development,

it composes one of the world’s

and particularly in biofuels.

strongest consumer markets.

It is the world’s 17th leading

Brazil’s manufacturing base is

producer of scientific research.

Learn more
Brazil is the world’s largest exporter of
coffee, soybeans, orange juice, beef,
sugar and ethanol. It has 90 million
hectares of non-used cultivatable land
of a total, of nearly 400 million hectares
of fertile and highly productive land.
Its agro-industrial production chains
are among the most consistent in the
planet, including the strong actions in
research and development.

In recent years, Brazilian exports grew twice as fast as total global
exports, pushed by new markets in Africa, the Middle East and Asia.

Clean energy
Brazil’s energy sources are considered the cleanest and most renewable in the
world. About 44% of Brazil’s energy comes from renewable sources, while
the global average is 14%. In the case of electrical energy, 73% comes from
hydropower. Biofuels are highlighted by ethanol (30 billion liters annually).
The source of fuel is sugar cane, produced mainly in the country’s southeastern and southern regions. The country is a leader in deep water petroleum
and gas drilling.

Brazil’s GDP Composition
Industry

28%
Services

65.3%
Agriculture

Source: CIA; 2008 est.

6.7%

As a large emerging country, Brazil has long
been one of the world’s most attractive destinations for investments. This has become
even more evident since the outbreak of the
global financial crisis. One reason is the country’s solid financial system, which was largely
insulated from the damages suffered by banks
worldwide. The country also proved to be one
of the least susceptible to the decline in economic activities, undergoing much less damage than countries considered developed and
other emerging countries. It offers fertile investment opportunities. A federal government
program to stimulate the economy involves investments of over US$ 400 billion in logistics,
energy and social infrastructure.
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General Data

Santa Catarina is a small

Brazil’s seventh smallest

Brazilian state in terms of

state, but Santa Catarina is

territorial size and population.

the seventh largest of the

Yet it is similar to countries

27 units of the federation

like Ireland, Portugal, Austria

in terms of per capita

and Hungary. Its population

consumption. The state

is higher than Norway and

also has an entrepreneurial

New Zealand. The state is a

culture: there is one company

favorable place for business.

for every 40 people. In

It is strategically located at

comparison to other

the center of the largest

states, Santa Catarina has

economic region in the

outstanding socio-economic

country, and in relation to the

indicators. Its per capita

Mercosur economic union.

income is fourth in Brazil,

Although it has only 3% of

and it’s Human Development

the Brazilian population,

Index (HDI) is the second

Santa Catarina is one of

highest. Levels of education

the most dynamic states.

and health are also among

In terms of land size, it is

the highest in the country.

Distances from Florianópolis, the state capital (km)
São Paulo
Rio de Janeiro
Brasília
Asunción (Paraguay)
Montevideu (Uruguay)
Buenos Aires (Argentina)
10

705
1,144
1,673
1,350
1,360
1,850

Santa Catarina does not have large cities, which contributes towards
improved quality of life as well as a better distribution of wealth.

Main cities (thousand people in 2008)
Joinville
Florianópolis
Blumenau
São José
Criciúma
Chapecó
Lages
Itajaí

492.1
402.3
296.1
199.3
187.0
171.8
167.0
169.9

Source: IBGE

Profile
Capital: Florianópolis.
Citizen: Catarinense.
Local time: -3 in relation to Greenwich (same as Brasília).
Climate: subtropical.
Area in relation to Brazil: 1.1%
Population in relation to Brazil: 3.2%.
Economically active population: 3.5 million.
Population density: 62.5 inhabitant/km2.
Households: 1.8 million.
Urban population: 83%.
Ports: Itajaí, São Francisco do Sul, Imbituba, Navegantes and Laguna.
Air fields: 52.
Main airports: Florianópolis, Navegantes and Joinville.
Vehicles: 3 million.
Landline telephones: 1.6 million lines.
Mobile phones: 5.1 million (2008).
Electrical consumption: 17,747 GWh (2008).
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State of Diversity
Geographic, cultural and economic, a combination of

Santa Catarina

qualities give Santa Catarina a special form of wealth.
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Santa Catarina is rich in many

Catarina, and much of the

aspects. Its seashore is one

population still speaks at least

of the most desired tourist

two languages. Portuguese,

destinations in Mercosur. In

German, Italian, Polish and

contrast with the hundreds

other immigrants established

of beaches, the mountains

settlements in the state, each

have some of Brazil’s lowest

creating special socioeconomic

temperatures, with the

characteristics to the main

country’s highest snow fall.

regions of the state. All of

Tourism is active in these

these are reflected in the

regions, and there has recently

economy, one of the most

been vigorous growth in wine

diversified, dynamic and stable

production with European

in Brazil. Santa Catarina is

grapes. The four seasons of

one of the Brazilian states

the year are well defined in

that receives the most foreign

Santa Catarina, as opposed to

tourists. It is the fourth leading

most of Brazil, which has hot

industrial producer among

weather year round. The state’s

Brazilian states. Agriculture,

cultural diversity is also notable.

found practically throughout

The population is constituted

the state, is dominated by

by a mix of descendents of

small properties, allowing

European immigrants, Africans

families to remain on the

and indigenous peoples. Just

land. Santa Catarina is one of

a century ago, five different

Brazil’s largest food producers,

languages were spoken in Santa

despite its small size.

Balneário Camboriú

Tourism options
Santa Catarina is commonly considered the best tourist destination in
Brazil by specialized publications. A diversity of options is a strong feature. Its outstanding coastline has some of the most famous beaches in
Brazil. the countryside offers adventure tourism, ecotourism, religious
tourism, as well as rural and winter tourism. There are different food and
beverage festivals and in October there are German festivals. In 2009 the
World Travel & Tourism Council, which unites the leading global tourist
companies, held its annual meeting in Florianópolis.

Santa Catarina is Brazil’s largest producer of apples, onions,
fish, shellfish and pork and is second in poultry, rice and tobacco.

GDP by sector in 2006
Commerce and services

Industry

58.7%

34.4%

Small and integrated

Agriculture

Santa Catarina was occupied largely by small family farms, 90% of
them with less than 50 hectares. Activities are diversified, and include a variety of food crops, tobacco, reforestation, and pork and
poultry production. Its geography requires intensive use of technology, which allows Santa Catarina’s small family farmers to be part of
the global agricultural supply chain. There are about 190 thousand
farms in the state.

Agricultural products
Main products
Garlic
Rice
Bananas
Onions
Tobacco
Apples
Corn
Wheat
Forestry products (*)

Source: IBGE/Fiesc

Animal production

Thousand tons (08/09)
14.2
1,041.5
670.2
377.0
221.3
586.3
3,371.0
323.6
21.3 million m3

(*) Including lumber and firewood, in 2007.

6.9%

% of national total
15.5
8.4
8.6
29.1
27.1
50.2
7.0
5.6
21.2

Main products

Poultry (*)
Pork (*)
Milk
Fish (marine extraction)
Crustaceans (marine extr.)
Shellfish (aquiculture)

Quantity

893 million (slaughtered)
8.4 million (slaughtered)
1.9 billion liters
120.2 thousand tons
5.9 thousand tons
14.7 thousand tons

% of
national
total
20.6
25.2
7.1
26.2
10.5
95.1

Data from 2007. Source: Epagri/CEPA, IBGE, Abipecs, Embrapa, UBA/ABEF, Ibama, FIESC

Source: IBGE/FIESC
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Industrial Hubs, Global Connections

There are over 29 thousand manufacturing
companies in Santa Catarina, employing
about half a million people

With strong sectoral specialization, Santa Catarina is one

Santa Catarina

of Brazil’s leading exporters of industrial products.
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Each region of Santa Catarina

of the small domestic market,

has a strong density of

which stimulated companies

industrial companies with

to search for business

sectoral specializations.

abroad. Another factor is the

Therefore, the main regions

European settlement and

are competitive sectoral hubs,

origin, especially German

or clusters, each with special

and Italian, of the most

synergies and attractive

industrialized regions, which

advantages for investments.

has encouraged cultural

Production chains are

connections overseas. Export

composed of manufacturing

growth is due to a modern

companies and raw material,

and flexible industrial base,

equipment and service

which quickly adapts to

providers. They rely on their

different demands. The

own capital and on fiscal

result is that Santa Catarina

incentives and development

establishes many links

agencies to expand and

to the global economy.

improve technology, and

Products from the state are

conduct research and

exported throughout the

development.Santa Catarina’s

world, to over 190 countries;

industrial hubs are actively

regional companies grow

connected with the world,

to become multinational,

by all possible means. The

and multinational

state’s economy has always

companies find investment

been open, parlty because

opportunities in the state.

Industrial Hubs
Food
Machinery

Main Products

Predominant
Region
Pork and poultry, industrial food West
Motors, generators,
Northeast
transformers, compressors,

Forest based

Home appliances, auto parts
Paper, cellulose,

High Plains

Textile and clothing

furniture, lumber
Cloth, clothing, bedroom,

and North
Itajaí Valley

Ceramics
Technology

kitchen and bathroom ware
Floors, tiles and porcelain
Management systems,

South
Florianópolis

ERP, automation

Nearly 60% of Santa Catarina exports are manufactured products,
while the national average is about 50%.

Ocean Links
Santa Catarina’s location is one
of its major economic attractions, as it is between two of the
largest markets in South America, São Paulo and Buenos Aires. Its main connection to the
world is, however, by ocean. Its
five ports are among the most
efficient in Brazil, and are undergoing major expansion and modernization processes, with both
public and - mainly - private investments (see more details on
page 84). The ports’ attractions
are not only their competitive
costs and quality of services but
especially the state’s ability to
export, which has provided the
ports with routes to all markets
and the ability to transport any
kind of product.

Ship docked at the Port of
Itajaí: the terminal is the second
largest in Brazil in the number of
containers; and is being enlarged

The logistic facilities as well as the industrial clusters and hubs are decisive
factors in the installation of new companies in Santa Catarina. The state government also offers fiscal incentives. The
Santa Catarina Company Development
Program (Programa de Desenvolvimento da Empresa Catarinense - PRODEC)
promotes implementation and expansion of businesses in the state, establishing schedules for the companies
to postpone up to 75% of their sales
taxes (ICMS). In cities with low HDI or
for manufacturing of products still not
found in the state, this benefit can reach
up to 90%. Payment begins after four
years, with interest rates of 3% to 4%
per year, and the companies have from
120 to 300 months to benefit from
the incentive. The Pro-Labor Program
aims to promote foreign trade, through
ports, airports and border posts with
customs facilities. Mechanisms include
postponed ICMS collection when buying raw materials for the next industrial production phase and exemption
of taxes on fixed assets for the production of goods that are not produced in
Santa Catarina.
15
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The Value of Knowledge
Technology, research and innovation are the basis of traditional

Santa Catarina

industry, agriculture and emerging segments in Santa Catarina.
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Santa Catarina’s economy

Knowledge stimulates the

is based on knowledge. In

emergence of new activities,

specialized sectors, industrial

including technology based

companies command state-of

industry, which grew strongly

the-art technology and are busy

at the end of the 20th century.

generating new information

Relying on well-trained human

to be converted into a large

resources, business incubators

number of innovations and

and technology parks, the

therefore competitive profits.

sector includes over 1,600

Traditional industrial sectors

companies and moves about

are inserted into global trade

US$ 750 million each year.

flows. In order to maintain

Research and development

and expand these conditions,

also stimulated the rise of

companies rely on partnerships

sophisticated wineries and

with scientific, research and

mariculture in the state. Santa

education institutions in

Catarina is Brazil’s largest

the state. In the rural areas,

producer of oysters and

knowledge is crucial for success.

mussels. The oysters raised

Lands that are difficult to

come from the Pacific Ocean,

farm and the predominance of

and are of the Crassostrea

small family properties have

gigas variety The success

demanded high technology

of their local adaptation is

agricultural practices, with

due to efforts by a number

above average added value

of universities, research

in most agricultural products.

institutions and companies.

High Technology Industry: an emerging sector in Santa Catarina,
surpassing tax revenue from tourism in Florianópolis

Brazilian laws enable and promote innovation. The “Innovation
Law” facilitates partnerships between producers and research institutions, and the “Lei do Bem” [The Good Law] stimulates the
purchase of machinery and equipment as well as investment in
research and development. One of the most important mechanisms of these laws are government subsidies invested directly
into companies that do not need to be repaid. Santa Catarina
State also has its own “Innovation Law”, which calls for the application of 2% of the state’s net income into research and development, and also allows for the state’s participation in guarantees, insurance and investment funds. The law established the
Science, Technology and Innovation System of Santa Catarina,
for the development of public policies in the sector.

Brazil’s scientific production grew 56% in 2008, when 30
thousand articles were published in qualified scientific journals.

150

100

50

0

Fine Wines
Wine-making is a traditional activity in Santa Catarina, begun by the Italian
immigrants that arrived during the 19th Century. However, it has become
much more sophisticated in recent years. Previously, only American grapes
were used, which have less value, and are only suitable for table wine. Recently European grapes began to be cultivated with success, such as Merlot,
Pinot Noir, Cabernet Sauvignon, Tempranillo and Tannat, especially in the HIgh
Plains region. Production of new grapes and wines in high-altitude regions of
the state was possible after years of research and development.
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Unique Development
Santa Catarina

Santa Catarina was colonized late and its economic

18

Settlements and colonies
1658 -1684 Beginning of coastal settlements by the Portuguese
at São Francisco, Desterro and Laguna.

development was distinct from other regions in the country.

1748 -1756 Arrival of immigrants from both the Azores

Portuguese sailors arrived

signed a new treaty with

1818 -1847 Several small migration movements from Europe. In

in Brazil in 1500, claiming

Spain and began to occupy

domain over the large territory.

lands west of the Tordesillas

Santa Catarina’s coastline was

Treaty line for a new spurt

and Madeira Islands to occupy the coast.
1829 the first settlement is founded, by Germans from
Bremen, at São Pedro de Alcântara. In 1836 Nova Itália is
founded, now São João Batista, by settlers from Sardinia.
1850 -1890 Period of Intense Immigration. Germans found

explored by expeditions in the

of settlement in southern

early 16th Century, and in 1532

Brazil. During this period,

Blumenau in 1850 and the Dona Francisca colony,

Patos Island (now Florianópolis)

immigrants from the Azores

which later became Joinville, in 1851. In 1860,

was named Santa Catarina.

and Madeira established

Germans and Italians established Brusque, which also

The interior was not controlled

themselves along Santa

received Polish settlers. Italians and Slavs occupied

by the Portuguese at the time

Catarina’s coast. The settlers

the Itajaí Valley and the southern part of the state.

because of the Tordesillas

developed a subsistence

Treaty, which was signed

economy, based on manioc

between Portugal and Spain

flour. But even by the mid

in 1494 and divided the new

19th Century, the Province of

found territories during the

Santa Catarina was one of the

the state received masses of

epoch of the Great Navigations.

least inhabited in Brazil. The

German, Italian, Slavic and other

Santa Catarina was not

occupation of the region only

immigrants . Between 1850

included in the first years of

underwent significant change

and 1872 the state population

Portuguese colonization of

after Brazil’s independence

doubled. Settlers established

Brazil. The first settlements on

from Portugal in 1822 and

themselves in the Itajaí Valley

the state’s coast would only

during the first years of

and the northeastern region

began in the second half of the

the Republic, which was

of the state, organized in

17th century. It took another

proclaimed in 1889. This was a

small family farms. They

hundred years, until the mid

period of intensive settlement

diversified the economy and

18th Century, when Portugal

of southern Brazil, when

began industrialization.

Santa Catarina’s
industry timeline
Leading Santa Catarina industries on
the coast: cassava flour and sugarcane
mills, distilleries, and whaling.

18th Century
1800 – 1850
Migration from Europe and
institutional and economic changes in
the country end restrictions on settlers
and allow them to establish industrial
companies.

Industrial autonomy

Between 1920 and 1940 more than 76 thousand people from Rio

The immigrants who arrived in Santa Catarina in the mid 19th century had an
industrial vocation and soon built the first factories at the Blumenau and Dona
Francisca settlements. Without capital or support from the government, the first
companies received financing from local merchants. In the early 20th century,
with the incorporation of the western region to the Santa Catarina territory,
descendents of Italian immigrants in the neighboring state of Rio Grande do
Sul moved to Santa Catarina in search of opportunities. These settlers established the modern agribusiness and food industries that now make the state
the world’s largest poultry exporter. In the years between the wars, industry
grew rapidly because the country, until then a producer and exporter of raw
materials, began to manufacture consumer goods. In the 1950s, Santa Catarina
industry diversified with the rise of new dynamic sectors.
The Santa Catarina economy has a different profile than that of most of Brazil in
which multinational and state owned companies are at the base of new productive investments. The demographic profile of the state changed, with the population moving to urban areas and the secondary sector became the most important in the economy. In the 1970s, industry conquered new markets, including
many abroad, establishing the export profile that it is now its strength.

Grande do Sul moved to Santa Catarina’s western region, in one

Immigration grows. In the newly settled regions,
industry developed in the hands of German,
Italian and other immigrants. In the Northeastern
region and the Itajaí Valley, sawmills and maté tea
processors preceded the first textile companies.

1850 – 1880
1880 – 1900
Industrialization, by
textile companies,
sawmills and steam
plants in Joinville,
Blumenau and Brusque.

of the greatest internal migration flows in Brazilian history.

Sectoral organization
Efforts to substitute imports during World War II boosted Brazilian industry. Businesses sought modernization and protection of sectoral interests. State industrial federations were created, as well as the National
Industrial Confederation (CNI). Training of qualified personnel was supported in 1942 by the creation of the National Industrial Education Service (SENAI). The Industrial Social Service (SESI), created in 1946, established a social assistance network for industrial workers in the regions
where they worked. In 1950, Santa Catarina’s Industrial Federation was
created, uniting the state’s leading employer unions.

Electrical and transportation
infrastructure allowed
urban growth and
industrial dynamism
throughout the state.

Diversification and expansion: creation of the
ceramics industry in the south, paper and cellulose
on the high plains, auto parts and plastics in the
northeast; textile and food industries grow, new
companies revolutionize machinery.

1900 – 1914

1945 – 1970
1914 – 1945

World War II forced the substitution of
consumption goods and fuel imports. Machine
industries consolidate in the Northeastern
region, and agribusiness in the West, wood on
the high plain and coal in the south.

Renewal: the new foundations of
competitiveness are productive
restructuring, socio-environmental
responsibility, innovation and
investment in knowledge.

90’s / 21st Century
1970 – 1990
Santa Catarina industrial companies explore new
markets, investing in added value. Leadership
is achieved in poultry and pork processing, as
well as PVC pipes and connections, ceramics,
refrigerators, compressors and electric motors.
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People

Catarinense Citizens
The variety of cultures yields a diversity of

Santa Catarina

demographic characteristics in the state.
German, Italian, Portuguese,

tin and iron smiths, in addition

Polish, Austrian, Japanese,

to some farmers. They all had

African, Indigenous: Santa

a strong work ethic, yet also

Catarina’s faces reveal differences

organized festive celebrations.

that combine blood and cultures,

Two of the dominant economic

yielding new characteristics

traits in the state are a high level

that do not necessarily erase

of industrialization and family

the originals. It is impossible to

farm based agribusiness. The

define a single “face” or culture

residents of the coast,

as being the most typical of

Descendents of those who

the state. This unique diversity

arrived from the Portuguese

is a strong characteristic of

Islands of the Azores, brought

Santa Catarina’s people, and

fishing to Santa Catarina. It is

has defined the state’s social,

no coincidence that the state

economic and cultural qualities.

accounts for Brazil’s largest

In the case of the European

fishing industry.

immigrants, although the
majority who arrived in the late
19th Century were farmers, many
were trained professionals with
ties to industry. In the first wave
of immigrants who arrived in
Blumenau, in the Itajaí Valley,
there were surveyors, carpenters,
brick masons, cigar makers and
20

Learn more
Some of the ethnic festivals celebrated
in Santa Catarina grew from community
events to large tourist attractions. They
are highlighted by the Oktoberfest
in Blumenau, Fenarreco in Brusque,
Schützenfest in Jaraguá do Sul, the
Tradition Festival in Joinville, and the
Marejada or Duck Festival in Itajaí.

Population Profile
Population
Density
Demographic Growth
Urban population
Families (households)
Population younger than 5
Elderly (over 60 years-old)
Life expectancy at birth
Voters
Note: 2006 data
Sources: IBGE, RIPSA-IDB 2007, Government of Santa Catarina

5.96 million
62.5 inhabitants/km2
1.8%
83.3%
2 million (2008)
7.8%
10%
75.0 years
3.82 million (2002)

Spatial Distribution
Santa Catarina’ six million
people live harmoniously, not
in large urban centers, but in
medium and small cities spread
throughout the state. This
distribution is unique in Brazil.
Ten cities have more than 100
thousand people, and constitute
regional centers. The largest
city, Joinville, has less than 500
thousand people. Florianópolis

Florianópolis, the state capital, and Blumenau: quality of life, preserved nature and a booming civil construction industry

is the only capital in Brazil
which is not the largest city in its

and Polish descendents.

state. Its metropolitan region,

In the South, the Italians

Regional distribution of population in 2008

however, is a large urban

were essential to regional

The High Plain

region, with nearly one million

development. Along the

people. Although most of the

coast, especially in Greater

population lives in the cities, the

Florianópolis, the Azorean

rural area is occupied by more

culture is predominant.

than one million people, found

The Japanese established

mainly on small family farms.

themselves in the mid-west,

More than 90% of people

in the Curitibanos region,

living in the interior own their

establishing an agricultural

lands. Both immigration and

community. Little is left,

internal migration established

however, of the Indigenous

the ethnic flavor of each region.

cultures. There are only

The Itajaí Valley and the north

small surviving communities,

are largely influenced by the

of Xoklengues, Kaingangues

German, as well as Italian

and Guaranis.

7%
Greater
Florianópolis

16%

Itajaí Valley

23%

West

20%

South

15%

North

19%

Source: IBGE
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The Achievement of Well-being
Santa Catarina has indicators comparable to developed

Santa Catarina

countries, and is one the best places to live in Brazil.
People live well in Santa

Catarina. Of the Brazilian

Catarina. Residents have

cities with the highest

better access to education,

human development index,

healthcare, security and

20% are in Santa Catarina.

leisure, and are closer to

Of Brazil’s metropolitan

nature than most Brazilians.

regions, the four with the

For several factors that

highest HDI are in the

measure the population’s

state: Greater Florianópolis,

well being, rates are

Joinville, Blumenau and

comparable to the most

Tubarão. There are also

developed places on the

other indicators, like one

planet. One indicator is the

created by Newsweek

Human Development Index

magazine in the U.S. in 2006.

(HDI), which considers the

According to the publication,

population’s purchasing

Florianópolis is one of the

power, longevity and

10 most dynamic cities in

education. Santa Catarina’s

the world, considering

HDI is the second highest

business opportunities.

in Brazil, after the Federal
District. Human development
in the cities, measured by
HDI-M, shows the state’s
prominence. Of the 50
most developed cities in
the country, 16 are in Santa
22

Learn more
According to the United Nations
Educational, Scientific and Cultural
Organization (UNESCO), Santa Catarina
holds the best Youth Development Index
in Brazil. Education is prominent, as youth
illiteracy is practically zero in the state.

More than 30% of the cities with higher quality of life in
the country are in Santa Catarina, which is prominent as
well for specific indexes for children’s development

Durable goods at home

On average, Santa Catarina’s people live two and a half years longer

Stove

99%

Refrigerator

99%

Freezer

43%

Television

97%

Radio

94%

Washing machine

63%

Computer

37%

than other Brazilians, indicated by life expectancy at birth.

A study prepared by a market research agency identified the most dynamic
municipalities in Brazil and Santa Catarina, from among Brazil’s 300 most
important cities. Fourteen of those studied are in Santa Catarina, and the
municipality of Palhoça, located in Greater Florianópolis, was considered the
most dynamic in the country. The methodology analyzed purchasing power,
income, the opening of companies, vehicle licensing, banking operations per
resident and spending on healthcare, education, housing, sanitation, science
and technology.

Source: IBGE
Note: in 2007/SC

Services at home
Electrical lighting

99%

Water supply

99%

Municipal sewage collection

21%

Septic systems

64%

Garbage collection (direct)

85%

The most dynamic in 2008
City
Palhoça

% in relation to the average = 100
164

Balneário Camboriú

153

Telephone

85%

Joinville

135

Internet access

29%

São José

129

Florianópolis

109

Garbage collection (indirect)

6%

Source: IBGE
Note: in 2007/SC

Brusque

98

Blumenau

90

On wheels

Chapecó

87

One of the ways to measure purchasing power of a community is by the
number of vehicles per capita. With over three million vehicles, the average
is 1.9 people for each vehicle in Santa Catarina, similar to that found in industrialized countries. The Brazilian average is about seven people per vehicle. There are so many vehicles that some of the largest cities face traffic
problems, which also constitutes an investment opportunity.

Tubarão

84

Lages

80

Criciúma

79

Jaraguá do Sul

79

Itajaí

64

Source: Florenzano Marketing
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Santa Catarina

Educational Strength
The quality of education is

or nurseries. More than

a fundamental factor for

half of Santa Catarina’s

Santa Catarina prominence

population over the age

in development and

of 15 (57%) has more

economic indexes, in

than eight years of

relation to the rest of the

schooling and 27.% have

country. Illiteracy, among

between four and seven

those over 15, is less

years. The educational

than half of the Brazilian

level is one of the

average. About 99% of the

foundations of the state’s

children attend primary

economy, which grows

schools, giving the state

by training people who

the best schooling rate in

are able to join a more

the country for children

demanding and complex

between 7 and 14 years-

labor market. Ninety-

old. In 2008, about 1.4

nine higher education

million people in Santa

institutions in the state

Catarina from 0 to 17

are found in the main

were attending schools

cities of each region.

Illiteracy in Santa Catarina is 4% of the population
over 15. About 80% of the population from
0 to 17 is enrolled in a school or nursery.
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Students of professional courses and hospital service: educational
and health indexes are higher than national averages

Focus on Healthcare
Life expectancy at birth in
Santa Catarina is 75 years.
This is above the Brazilian
and Latin American average,
and close to life expectancy in
North America. Child mortality
in the state is 12.7 deaths for
every thousand live births,
while the Brazilian average
is twice that: 21.2 deaths.
It is true that this is due to
a set of factors involving a
comprehensive concept of
quality of life, but it cannot
be denied that the state’s
efficient healthcare system
has an important role. Santa
Catarina has 15.6 thousand
hospital beds, an average of
2.7 beds for every thousand
people, a level within the
recommendations of health
Learn more
Of the 3.7 thousand healthcare
establishments in the state, about 1.8
thousand are public and well distributed
throughout the state. There are 1.7
thousand municipal health clinics, in
293 municipalities.

agencies. Santa Catarina is one
of the eight Brazilian states
with adequate standards. The
prevention system efficiently
controls diseases such as
measles, hepatitis, diphtheria,
whooping cough, German
measles, TB, tetanus and
dengue, among others. Polio
has been eradicated. There
are blood donation campaigns
and those to prevent diseases
such as AIDS and cancer.

Bathers enjoy the beach in the capital city:
the 500-kilometer coast has many opportunities in tourism

Water, sanitation
and garbage
Access to water is universal in Santa Catarina. Ninety
nine per cent of the population is supplied by piped water, and 98% have domestic
plumbing. Sewage collection
is not as advanced, but the
state has improved substantially in recent years. Presently, 85% of the population has
sewage collection or a septic
system. Garbage collection
serves more than 90% of the
population.

One of the secrets of the quality of life enjoyed in Santa Catarina is in the state’s strong economy, which guarantees the population access to income, social services, consumer goods and
comfort. The state is also distinguished by the way the benefits
of modern living are associated to the beauty and diversity of
nature, most of which is well conserved and respected. Care for
the environment creates business opportunities. These include
rural tourism in the regions of Lages, São Joaquim and Greater
Florianópolis. There is ecological tourism, with hiking and rock
climbing in the Serra do Tabuleiro State Park and the Aparados
da Serra. Extreme sports and adventure tourism are also popular. Florianópolis and Imbituba are famous for surfing and host
international competitions. Traditional summer tourism attracts
thousands of families.
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Physical Aspects

Multifaceted State
Its diverse topography and climate provide Santa Catarina

Santa Catarina

with unique and attractive business opportunities.
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With a land area equivalent

promontories, and islands;

summer at seaside is nice

to Portugal, corresponding

the main rivers irrigate large

and warm. The Atlantic

to 1.1% of Brazilian territory,

plains and flow through

Forest is the predominant

the diversity of landscapes is

mountain ranges and valleys.

ecosystem,considered one

a determining factor in new

The weather, generally

of the world’s richest and

business opportunities. The

mesothermic, undergoes

most threatened biomes.

magnificent Santa Catarina

extreme differences in the

Santa Catarina is one of

coastline, corresponding

different terrains. Winter

the states with the highest

to 7% of the country’s

in the mountains is the

percentages of native

coast, is full of bays,

coldest in Brazil, while

forest in the country.

➜➜Main Geographic Regions
Santa Catarina’s terrain is considered one of the roughest in Brazil,
with variations in practically its entire territory. Three main geographic
regions are distinguished. The Western Plateau occupies the largest
portion of Santa Catarina territory and encompasses the High Plain
region, with the cities of Lages and São Joaquim, in addition to the
mountains in the region of Urubici, the location of the Morro da
Igreja the highest point in the state. Another is the Coastal Plain, which
forms Santa Catarina’s coastline and includes many streams and bays,
And is therefore good for agriculture and port activities. The third is
the coastal mountains, composed
of both the Serra do Mar and Serra
Geral mountain ranges, which
form a barrier between the Coastal
Plain and the Central Plateau.

Learn more
The Morro da Igreja, in Urubici, is the
highest place in the state, with an altitude
of 1,822 meters.

➜➜Climate
The Morro da Igreja
mountain, the
highest point in the
state (above) the
Uruguay River (left)
and the Atlantic
Forest (side):
Santa Catarina
has a variety of
landscapes and
environmental
preservation

The climate in Santa Catarina is predominantly humid subtropical,
with well distributed rain throughout the state and occasional dry
periods. Average temperatures in the state range from 13° C to
25°C during most of the year, influenced not only by seasonality,
but also by the terrain. For example, there is a 10°C temperature
difference between the high plains and the coast. One of Santa
Catarina’s distinctions is that it has four well defined seasons .
Summer, for instance, is hot on the coast and in the cities. Winter is
cold and there can be snow in the highest regions, like Lages, São
Joaquim and Urubici, which have below-freezing temperatures.
Autumn and spring distinctively separate summer and winter.

In summer, tourists flock to the beaches on the coast, while
in winter, people go to the mountains to see snow.
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➜➜Water Resources
The rivers of Santa Catarina are divided by the Serra
Geral and Serra do Mar mountain ranges. The rivers in
the eastern watershed flow to the Atlantic, bathe the
Itajaí, São Francisco do Sul, Florianópolis and Laguna

Santa Catarina

regions and include the Itajaí-Açu, Tubarão, Araranguá,
Tijucas and Itapocu Rivers. The Atlantic-oriented
drainage system occupies some 35 thousand km2, 37%
of the state’s total area. The other watershed, the
Paraná includes rivers that run through the high plain
that includes the municipalities of Canoinhas, Campos
de Lages, Chapecó and Joaçaba, towards the Rio Plate
and includes the Iguassu, Uruguay, Chapecó and Peixe
Rivers. This watershed occupies about 60 thousand km2,
equivalent to 63% of the entire state.

Hydrographic Regions
➜➜Iguassu Basin
Covers an area of 72,637.5 km², in Paraná and Santa Catarina state as well
as parts of Argentina. In Santa Catarina it encompasses 13,470 km². The
main rivers in SC are the: Iguassu, Negro, Timbó and Canoinhas.
➜➜Southeastern Basin
Also known as the South Atlantic basin – Southeastern Portion, with a
total area of 224,000 km², covering large areas of Rio Grande do Sul and
parts of Santa Catarina, Paraná and São Paulo States. Main rivers in SC:
Cubatão, Itapocu, Itajaí-Açu and Tubarão.
➜➜Uruguay Basin
Covering 384 municipalities in Rio Grande do Sul and Santa Catarina, in
an area of 384,000 km², of which 176,000 km² are in Brazilian territory
(46,000 km² in Santa Catarina). Main rivers in SC: Uruguay, Chapecó,
Peixe, Canoas and Pelotas.
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➜➜Vegetation
The Marine influence along the coast is responsible for the
formation of mangroves, restingas or sandy marine forest
with short growth, dunes and beaches. These ecosystems
are home to species like the siriúba, algodoeiro-da-praia,
aroeira-vermelha, pau-de-bugre, grama-de-praia, feijão-boi,
among others. The Atlantic Forest, one of the most important
ecosystems in Brazil, is dominant in Santa Catarina’s mountain
region, bordering the Atlantic Ocean, but also towards the
interior, in the Itajaí Valley. The Atlantic Forest is characterized
by dense vegetation and a high diversity of trees and shrubs.
It is also known for its orchids, bromeliads, and ferns. The
lanscape changes considerably in the hIgh plains, and the
forests ae dominated by Araucarias or Pinheiro-do-Paraná the
Paraná pine tree, which is found in most of this region. This
vegetation is an important element in the region’s economy,
based upon lumbering, and it has also inspired the creation
of the Pine Nut Festival (Festa do Pinhão), an important
tourist event in Santa Catarina, held each year in the city of
Lages. Santa Catarina also has high altitude grasslands, the
most important ones found on the high plains in the cities
of São Joaquim, Lages, Curitibanos and Campos Novos.

Learn more
The mangroves are a transitional
coastal ecosystem between land and
sea. They are humid zones common
in tropical and sub-tropical regions.
Restingas are regions with sandy soil,
near the sea covered by small trees,
shrubs and herbaceious plants.
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Global Insertion
Santa Catarina is prominent in foreign markets thanks

➜➜ Santa Catarina is Brazil’s largest poultry exporter and
second in pork. About 14% of the global poultry trade
is from the state, and the world’s largest processor
and exporter of poultry meat is from Santa Catarina.

to modern, flexible and sustainable industries.

Industry

➜➜ Some of the world’s largest worldwide suppliers
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Santa Catarina has

value added products.

strong and innovative

International ties date

industries, integrated to

back to the 19th century,

global supply chains.

with the beginning of

Its industrial sector

industrialization in the

is the fourth largest

state, when European

in the country,

immigrants arrived with

considering both the

the knowledge needed

number of companies

to establish industries.

and employees. An

They intensified

important feature of

during the 20th

industry is the strong

Century when exports

specialization in each

became a specialty

region, allowing for

of Santa Catarina’s

the strengthening of

industries, with constant

production chains over

renewal through

time. Santa Catarina’s

the development of

hubs are strongly

products and solutions

dedicated to foreign

for traditional clients as

trade, producing high

well as new markets.

of electric motors, generators, and refrigerator
compressors are located in Santa Catarina. The
state is also prominent in the global supply
of dental appliances and equipment.
➜➜ Manufacturers of automotive parts supply
items like motor blocs and heads directly to the
world’s largest automobile manufacturers.
➜➜ Santa Catarina is Latin America’s leader in the
production of ceramics for wall and floor tiles and
porcelain and it is also Brazil’s largest exporter.
➜➜ The furniture industry is largely dedicated to foreign
markets. Santa Catarina leads Brazilian exports in
this sector. The lumber industry is Brazil’s leader in
production and export of pine doors and doorposts.
➜➜ Santa Catarina is prominent worldwide in the
production of textile and clothing articles.
It is Brazil’s largest exporter of kitchen
and bath towels, and knit t-shirts.
➜➜ Advanced forestry technology makes the
paper and cellulose industry among the
most competitive in the world.

Santa Catarina’s most exported articles
Products
Poultry (meat and innards)
Tobacco
Electric motors and generators
Hermetic motor compressors
Pork (meat, carcasses and innards)
Food preparation and conservation of chickens*
Wood furniture
Cylinder blocs, heads, etc. for diesel engines
Soybeans, including ground
Ceramic tiles, glazed and enamelled or not
Total exports

2008
2008/2007
(US$ million)
(%)
1,748.7
32.6
667.1
28.4
531.0
26.1
409.7
3.5
401.0
29
293.7
25.6
272.0
-12.2
245.3
6.3
184.6
-39
170.6
-8.3
8,256.2
11.8

Source: MDIC/SECEX
Note: A list of the 100 most exported products was used to select the products.
* Breaded chicken, hamburgers and other industrialized products.

Containers
at Itajaí port:
delivery to the
five continents

One of the most important contact points with Santa Catarina’s foreign markets
is the International Business Center (Centro Internacional de Negócios) - CIN, at
FIESC. The center has complete facilities and technology for providing trade information, in addition to specialized personnel in foreign trade and legal issues,
who provide services and support for international cooperation. It helps Santa
Catarina’s companies to find foreign markets, and is able to locate, within the
state, suppliers who will meet the demands of companies anywhere in the world.
It serves foreign investors and businesses and maintains partnerships with similar business and government agencies worldwide. The center promotes exports,
conducts market prospecting, business training, studies and diagnoses; it promotes partnerships, organizes business missions and issues certificates of origin.
The International Business Center has ties to the most important international
programs for promoting trade and business cooperation.
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Exports to over 190 Countries

Main countries

In order to enter markets

losing economies of scale. The

worldwide, Santa Catarina’s

textile segment is also able

food industry has developed

to meet small orders swiftly.

more than two thousand

In addition to production of

different cuts of poultry, which

complete product lines, the

demanded the development

industry combines services

of complex machinery as well

with its products. In the

as sophisticated information

auto parts industry, the

and logistic systems. This

largest companies conduct

tremendous flexibility has

simultaneous engineering

allowed the industry to meet

with clients, to achieve the

USA
Japan
Argentina
The Netherlands
Germany
United Kingdom
Russia
Hong Kong
Mexico
South Africa

specifications and preferences

desired results. More than

Source: MDIC/SECEX - Sistema Alice

from all over the world, and

simply offering industrialized

it has become the world’s

products, Santa Catarina

leading reference in the

industry invests in innovation,

sector. Similarly, all important

design, marketing, distribution

industrial sectors in the state

and trade marks, which allows

have the quality, flexibility

increased and consistent

and logistic structure needed

insertion in foreign markets.

to fulfill all needs and offer
innovations. The electrical
equipment industry
invested in energy
efficiency, which is a global
demand, and it expanded its
range of products. The ceramics
sector produces a large number
of new products and is able to
produce small batches without
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Santa Catarina exports

Learn more
Aluminium and cast iron electric
motors are produced in Santa Catarina;
there are special lines for constantly
washed environments; others for
smoke exhaust in public environments,
those for use in mining areas; or for
those in laminating devices, just
to mention some “families” in the
sector’s portfolio.

2008
2008/2007
(US$ million)
(%)
1,114.1
-12.8
558.3
69.8
548.7
5.0
548.1
26.7
365.7
-0.4
326.8
9.9
246.1
29.2
231.1
51.2
206.5
6.2
205.1
8.2

Santa Catarina imports
Main countries
China
Chile
Argentina
USA
Germany
Peru
India
Italy
South Korea
Uruguay
Total imports
Source: MDIC/SECEX - Sistema Alice

2008
2008/2007
(US$ million)
(%)
1,622.2
75
941.3
79.0
946.1
34.9
673.3
61.5
348.2
18.6
323.8
53.1
276.4
206.2
186.7
36.2
182.2
75.1
175.9
17.1
7,951.6
59.0

New markets
Traditionally, the leading destinations for Santa Catarina’s exports have been the United States
and the European Union. The new balance of forces in world markets together with the commercial efforts of industry, is bringing new developments in the sector. Among the thirty largest
importers of Santa Catarina products during 2008, some of the most significant growth spots
are in Asian countries: Japan (69.8%), Hong Kong (51.2%) and China (37.3%). Growth of sales
was also significant to the United Arab Emirates (57.3%) and to Angola (86.7%), showing the
potential of business in Africa. South American countries are also increasing purchases. Imports
from Ecuador, Peru, Uruguay and Paraguay grew close to 50% in 2008.
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Quality: Worldwide Standard
The export profile of Santa

for the generation of

Catarina’s companies

wealth, Santa Catarina

allowed – and simultaneously

industry continuously strives

demanded – that the sector

to develop products with

meet international industry

higher added value in the

standards. The main players

production chains, through

in foreign trade recently

research, design and trade

undertook – and continue

marks. With the ability to

to undertake – investments

adapt to technological and

aimed at modernization

organizational changes

of their manufacturing

and to benefit from

facilities, prospecting new

opportunities, the state’s

markets and commercial

industrial companies rely on

promotion, technological

growing global knowledge

innovation and adding value

and cooperate to generate

to products. Santa Catarina

new knowledge.

industry has significant

Sectoral Investments (2008)

competitive distinctions

Industry

that make it prominent
in the competitive global
environment, these include:
the industrial culture,
sectoral specializations,
synergies resulting from
industrial growth and a
network of support services,
research and training of
qualified human resources. In
keeping with new paradigms
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Learn more
FIESC – The Federation of Industry of
Santa Catarina maintains a network of
services to support the competitiveness
of industry in the state. The structure
is aimed at education, research and
development, provision of technological
services, company incubation and
social and environmental services. The
FIESC System network works together
with other teaching, research and
development institutions in the state.

Machinery, electrical appliances and materials
Basic metallurgy
Food and beverage products
Mineral and non metallic products
Clothing
Electronics and communications
Textile products
Other sectors
Total
Source: Fiesc

US$
million
357.0
230.2
125.9
34.6
34.2
29.2
25.1
73.0
910.0

% of
income
14.8
8.1
4.1
4.3
5.0
14.5
4.3
7.4

The Industrial Benchmarking program is one of the tools for
strengthening competitiveness that is accessible to Santa Catarina
companies that operate internationally. Provided by the FIESC
System, it allows companies to compare their levels of competitiveness with worldwide leaders in the sector – the database has
information on more than 1,200 companies. Consultations suggest opportunities for quality improvement, innovation, product
development, logistics and other ideas. Another program, Supplier Qualification, focuses on the competitiveness of the production chain, qualifying suppliers of large companies. The aim is to
increase interaction and to develop competencies considered to
be critical for the success of production chains.

Hundreds of Santa Catarina companies have
ISO 9000 certification, ensuring product quality
and access to markets throughout the world

Technology for business
Constant technological updating is a contributing factor to the international competitiveness of Santa Catarina industry. The main objectives of
investments undertaken by companies are to purchase new machinery
and equipment, technological updating, product development, increase
production capacity, release new products and improve product quality. In 2008, 33% of investments were undertaken overseas, showing
the high international level of the sector. Companies make about 60%
of the investments with their own capital, indicating that they are well
capitalized and have low debt.
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Sustainable Business

Santa Catarina’s industries neutralize carbon emissions through

Active in the world’s most

Catarina’s large

important and demanding

companies have efficient

markets, Santa Catarina’s

environmental management

leading companies have

systems that insure that

included environmental

respect for the environment

issues among their strategic

is present in all production

decisions. Social and

stages – from raw material

environmental practices

production to the final

are at the most advanced

disposition of residues.

international levels.

Application of the eco-

Industrial growth and

efficiency concept increases

planning are conditioned

the productivity of raw

by environmental

materials, energy and

conservation, and by the

water, and encourages

opportunities created by

the recycling of materials,

environmental care. To

reutilization of water and

organize production, Santa

elimination of emissions.

The Residue Exchange at FIESC is a service that can identify markets for residues generated by industries that can become raw
material for others. About 700 companies use the service to buy,
advertise and sell residues, which become environmental assets.
In addition to creating a business environment, the Residue Exchange generates and disseminates information on residues and
the environment.
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measures such as the creation of conservation areas, water
reutilization, the use of natural gas and effluent treatment.

Learn more
The leading industries in all sectors
in Santa Catarina have ISO 14000
environmental
management
certification. In the textile sector, most
exporters have Öko-Tex, certifying
that production is free of harmful
substances. The forestry sector is
certified by the Forest Stewardship
Council (FSC), ensuring that forestry
is undertaken with proper socioenvironmental care.

Antipollution equipment, effluent
treatment and methane gas projects
to generate carbon credits

Environmental Technology
The development of technologies that can improve the relationship
between industry and the environment is constant. Companies in the
textile sector are able to re-use the starch used in weaving of threads
with nanotechnology. In the clothing sector, a process to neutralize
100% of the organic compounds from chimney emissions was developed. In the steel industry, technology to use residue (sand) in the
construction of highways and agriculture was developed. Many companies have developed reverse logistics, allowing used manufactured
products to return to the productive cycle. There is a constant search
to decrease residues, re-use and recycle. One ceramic tile company
re-uses 60% of the residues generated in production. At another,
varnish residues are transformed into a protective sealant.

The exchange of polluting productive processes for others that release less carbon into
the atmosphere can generate carbon credits. This is possible when company operations are accredited under the Clean Development Mechanism (CDM), created by the
Kyoto protocol. Santa Catarina is one of the Brazilian sates with the highest number
of these projects in operation. In the food sector, the capture of methane in animal
production to generate energy is one of the technologies employed. Steel mills can
reduce the gases created when producing alloys. The purchase of credits in Santa
Catarina can serve to comply with the goals to reduce emissions. The credits can be
negotiated at FIESC’s CDM Counter, which brings together opportunities in this field.
The Carbon Market Program coordinated by FIESC seeks to place companies in the
state in the carbon credit market by offering specialized consultancy.

Service Network
The FIESC System offers environmental consulting services in three lines: legal compliance, regulatory compliance
conformity (for implementation
of environmental management
systems) and ecoefficiency, in
addition to consulting in water
and effluent treatment, recovery of contaminated areas and
environmental education. More
than 30 regional units work together in these fields and in
partnership with others at the
national level.
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Industry

Socio-environmental Responsibility
Santa Catarina has one of

through reliable social and

Brazil’s best indicators of

environmental reports. They

quality of life, particularly in

have adopted corporate

categories such as healthcare,

management concepts such

education and income.

as conscious consumption,

Industry has an important role

clean production and social

in establishing this record.

justice, among others, based

Industry is responsible for

upon ethical principles of

generating wealth in the state

transparency. In the age

and it has enabled, through

of sustainability, state-of-

strong growth over the

the-art companies in Santa

decades, social development

Catarina are aware that the

in all regions, in a well

success and continuity of

distributed and equitable

a business is associated to

manner. But Santa Catarina

the environmental health

industry does more than

and quality of life of both

generate quality jobs, which

workers and the communities

insert employees in global

where they are inserted.

Private reserves

productive chains. Historically,
companies have maintained
close relationships with the
communities where they are
located. This has deepened in
the last years, with new socioenvironmental responsibility
demands on companies. The
leading companies organize
their actions and are held
accountable for them,
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Through job creation, social service and maintenance of nature preserves,
Santa Catarina’s companies assume socio-environmental responsibility

Learn more
Social responsibility encompasses
environmental actions, undertaken with
a focus on employees – and including
education, training and improvement
of their quality of life – as well as
projects to benefit the communities
where they live and work. In Santa
Catarina, environmental education
actions are prominent at companies
that have created nature preserves and
use them for community actions.

The Atlantic Forest biome, in which Santa Catarina is inserted, is one
of the richest and most threatened in the world. It has eight thousand species of endemic plants and about 700 animal species. Because
of urban, industrial and agriculture occupation, less than 10% of its
original cover remains. Santa Catarina’s companies are now among
its strongest defenders. The best mechanism for environmental preservation in the state is the Natural Private Patrimony Reserve (RPPN).
Several companies have already committed themselves to preserving biodiversity by creating these areas. At the end of 2008, Santa
Catarina had 31 federally registered RPPNs, corresponding to almost
22 thousand hectares.

Health care

Many Industrial companies are the leading participants in the
regions where they operate, heading projects that focus on
social and environmental issues in relation with civil society.

Largest industrial employers
Clothing

13.4%

Textile

9.7%
Construction

Food and
beverage

14.9%

Source: MTE/RAIS 2008

The FIESC System is one of the
main agents disseminating the
concept of sustainable management to Santa Catarina
companies. It offers services
to improve quality of life in industry, with focus on workers.
In the field of life style and behavioral change, services such
as meals, corporate gyms and
the organization of sporting
events are prominent. In order
to create healthy working environments, the FIESC System
promotes health and security
at work actions and ergonomic and organizational environment surveys. In the field of
healthcare it offers medical and
dental clinics, (including mobile
units) and pharmacists, through
a network of pharmacies. There
are also consulting services on
how to adapt corporative responsibility programs to management models.

11.3%
Forestry

5.8%

Others

44.9%
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Sectors

Ceramics

Sectoral Profile (2008)

With technology and design, the state is the main supplier

Industry

in Latin America in the civil construction segment.
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Companies
Employees
Participation in SC Industrial Production (*)
Exports
Participation in SC exports

The ceramic industry is

largest concentrations of

one of the most important

ceramic tile companies are

in Santa Catarina, with

in the southern part of the

prominence for the

state and in the Greater

so-called construction

Florianópolis region.

ceramics. This segment

The main companies

is composed of 13 large

are national leaders in

companies, with 20

income and profit in the

industrial units in Santa

sector and are present in

Catarina and seven

the main international

in other states. They

fairs in the sector like

account for almost 20%

Cersaie, in Bologna, Italy,

of the Brazilian market

Covering’s, in Chicago, and

in ceramic floor and

Surfaces, in Las Vegas. The

wall tiles, with annual

strong foreign insertion

production of 130 million

of companies in the state

m². They have earnings

is due largely to their

raw materials, services

of about US$ 1 billion per

constant investments in

and products, giving the

year. Their performance

technology and design.

sector a cluster profile. The

makes Santa Catarina the

Santa Catarina has an

Ceramic Technology Centre

Latin American leader in

environment propitious

(CTC), plays an important

ceramic floor and wall tile

to sectoral development,

role by providing technical

production and Brazil’s

given the large industrial

advise and conducting

largest exporter, with

growth and the large

applied research, and

sales to 118 countries. The

variety of suppliers of

human resources training.

730
18 thousand
2.5%
US$ 186 million
2.3%

(*) SC Industrial Production; 2007 data. Source: MTE, MDIC, IBGE, FIESC

Learn more
One of the most advanced research fronts
in the sector is the environment. The
leading companies invest in equipment for
environmental control, reduce raw material
consumption, recycle and re-use residues. The
ceramics sector is among the largest users of
natural gas in the state, minimizing impacts
from wood and coal consumption.

Brazil is the world’s second largest producer and consumer
and the fourth largest exporter of ceramic wall and floor tiles.

Ceramic variety
In addition to acting in the ceramic and porcelain wall and floor coverings market, Santa Catarina is also prominent in the manufacture of
other ceramic and porcelain products, with important companies in Brazilian and international markets located in the northern and Itajaí Valley region. São Bento do Sul in northern Santa Catarina, is home to the
leading manufacturers of ceramic and porcelain plates, cups, mugs and
dishes in Brazil and Latin America. Blumenau is leader in the production
of wine glasses, glasses, vases and salad bowls. Timbó, also in the Itajaí
Valley, has manufacturers of ceramic electrical insulators, occupying third
place in the national ranking and sixth in Latin America. Rio Negrinho has
the world’s largest producer of collectable beer mugs, with a product line
that is unique in the world’s market and 100% non toxic.

Main products: ceramic wall and floor tiles, porcelain products,
decorative pieces, special pieces, polished pavements, outdoor tile), red
ceramic, ceramic and table porcelain (plates, cups, mugs and dishes)

Quality, design and price. Based upon this tripod, Santa Catarina industry has conquered clients throughout the world. With similar or
higher quality products than those found in Italy, Spain and China,
Santa Catarina’s products can cost up to four times less. The industry is flexible and modern, able to produce small lots without losing
economies of scale. In addition to the dedication to exports, companies in the sector are also open to joint ventures and other business
with foreign investors. The opportunity is moving Brazil’s domestic
construction market, which is building at a record pace. This helps
compensate for the loss in export volume in the sector in the last
two years, with increased sales to the domestic market (see chart
on previous page).
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Sectors

Electrical Equipment and Machinery
Companies in the state produce complete lines of electrical

Industry

equipment and are among the world’s largest suppliers.
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Concentrated in the state’s

constant investment in

northeast, particularly in

research and development.

the cities of Joinville and

The state’s northeast is

Jaraguá do Sul, the electrical

home to large Brazilian and

equipment and machinery

multinational players in the

industry is one of the largest

sector, while a large number of

driving forces of the state’s

small and medium companies

economy. Santa Catarina’s

operate throughout the state.

production represents 13%

In the Itajaí Valley a electrical

of the national total in

equipment and machinery hub

the segment of electrical

produces equipment for textile

machinery, parts and

and clothing manufacturers.

materials, with prominence

In the Joaçaba region, in the

in the manufacture of

state’s mid-west, the focus

tradition in the electric motor

generators, transformers and

is on farm equipment, while

and compressor segments,

electric motors, and accounts

in Chapecó, in the west, the

Santa Catarina has a highly

for 37% of Brazil’s production

focus is on food industry

diversified export range,

of these products. Santa

machinery, and in the high

encompassing metal piping

Catarina is also prominent in

plains region, machinery for

for dentistry equipment. The

the production of hermetic

forestry products industries

main market for the products is

compressors for refrigeration

is developed. There are

the European Union, followed

and electric home appliances.

also smaller centers in both

by countries in Mercosur, the

The state is in the world’s

the southern and Greater

United States and Mexico

forefront in the sector,

Florianópolis regions. In

The largest local companies

because of the companies

addition to the international

have factories overseas.

Main products: motors, generators and
electrical transformers, compressors
for refrigeration, machinery for
the textile, food and lumber
industries, tools, farm machinery,
heavy construction equipment

Technological innovation is essential for the sector’s
success. At large companies, about half of the income
is from products launched in the past five years.

Any company interested in acquiring a new, small hydropower plant
can find everything needed in Santa Catarina – from turbines to electronic panels. The industry in the state also produces a complete line
of generators, electrical transformers and motors of all sizes and for
all kinds of applications. Refrigeration compressors range from high
energy efficiency equipment to micro compressors for portable computers. In spite of the existing command of technology and the vast
portfolio of products and clients, the sector strives for continued
strengthening. Multinational companies work in conjunction with
local partners to create a network of parts and equipment supply
through acquisitions, partnerships and technical agreements.

People in focus
Eager to strengthen their competitive distinction, Santa Catarina companies invest in human resources. The employer’s union and the Brazilian Machinery and Equipment Industry Association (Associação Brasileira da Indústria de Máquinas e Equipamentos - Abimaq) conduct
programs to create favorable working environments for development
and motivation. Abimaq also provides training in foreign market operations at the companies and participates with its own stand at both
Brazilian and international fairs, to promote its associates’ products
and operations.

Sectoral Profile
Companies
Employees
Participation in SC Industrial production (*)
Exports (2008)
Participation in SC exports (2008)

2,025
64 thousand
18.5%
US$ 2,05 billion
24.8%

Note: considering Machinery and Equipment as well as Machinery and Electrical Materials and Equipment
(*) Industrial Production; 2007 data. Source: FIESC
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Sectors

Food
The industry provides for over 100 countries and

Industry

offers an important input: high sanitary standards.
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The food sector is one

state also plays an important

that best represents Santa

role in making Brazil the

Catarina’s economic potential,

world’s third leading producer

since it involves a complete

and top exporter of poultry

production chain, from

products. Santa Catarina is

the primary sector to high

the largest Brazilian exporter

technology agribusiness. The

of poultry. The state is home

segment plays a decisive role

to the largest companies in

in maintaining Santa Catarina’s

international trade that are

and Brazil’s positive balance

dedicated to maintaining the

of trade. The state is Brazil’s

factors responsible for that

largest producer of pork, with

three-legged foundation of

about 800 thousand tons per

this industry –quality, price

year (25% of Brazil’s total),

and guaranteed supply. One

and pork products are the

of these factors is genetic

fourth leading export. Local

improvement, allowing for

production has an important

the production of animals that

role in Brazil’s performance –

grow faster with less rations

as the world’s fourth largest

and less fat. New lines of

producer. Santa Catarina is

poultry and pork, as well as new

Brazil’s second leading poultry

products, rations and packaging

producer with about one

are developed by an extensive

billion slaughtered birds,

R&D network, which includes

accounting for 20% of the

companies, research institutes

country’s total. Thus, the

and government agencies.

Santa Catarina’s important presence in the foreign trade of pork and
poultry depends on dedication to sanitary conditions. The state is the
only one in Brazil certified to be free of foot and mouth disease without vaccination, is by the World Organization for Animal Health (OIE),
in 2007. For 16 years there have been no recorded cases of foot and
mouth disease and no vaccinations for eight years. Santa Catarina is
also free of classic swine fever and Aujeszky disease. This has made
it the first Brazilian state to export pork and poultry products to the
United States. The local companies’ are highly specialized and provide
special cuts for several destinations: breast filets to Western Europe,
thighs with bones to Eastern Europe, boneless thighs and wings to
Asia and innards to Africa. These factors show the high level of industrial complexity, which links sanitary excellence to industrial flexibility and constant supply.

The food and beverage industry is the most important in Santa
Catarina, accounting for 25% of industrial production in the state.

In addition to the pork and poultry sectors, grain processing, fishing,
dairy products, juices and raw material for food production stand out
in the agricultural sector.

Fishing

Sectoral Profile (2008)
Companies
Employees
Participation in SC industrial production (*)
Exports
Participation in SC exports

3,745
100 thousand
19.3%
US$ 3,162 million
38,3%

(*) Value of Industrial Production data from 2007. Source: IBGE, FIESC

Nearly 80% of Brazilian frozen fish production comes from Santa Catarina. The state has Brazil’s largest fishing fleet and the largest companies in the sector. The activity is enhanced by the large coast with many
bays and by the meeting of various ocean currents that provide a large
diversity of fish.

Main products: poultry (meat and
innards), pork (meat, whole carcasses
and innards), industrial food

International regulations guide the
establishment of controls on food
origin and sanitation. Requirements
in the leading markets concerning
problems such as mad cow disease
and avian flu demand animal tracking procedures. Santa Catarina companies participate in international
discussions on standards including
animal identification tools (ear tags
for example) and other management
systems, creating opportunities for
technology based companies.
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Sectors

Forest Base
With large pine forests, Santa Catarina is an important

Industry

producer of packaging paper and wooden doors and windows.
The excellent adaptability of

terms of recycled paper, Santa

pine trees to Santa Catarina’s

Catarina is the second largest

physical conditions helped the

consumer of trims in Brazil,

state become an exponent in

using about 765 thousand tons

long fiber production. These

annually. Pine and eucalyptus

are more resistant papers,

are also the main raw

such as multi sheets used

materials in the wood products

for cement sacks and in box

industry in the state, which

manufacturing. There are

is responsible for about 17%

31 paper factories in Santa

of the Brazilian total in the

Catarina, five pulp factories

sector. Concentrated mostly in

and 10 high yield pulp plants.

the high planes, like the paper

Business in the sector in the

sector, the lumber industry is

state amounts to about US$

prominent in the manufacture

1.1 billion (2007 income). State

of pine doors and doorposts,

paper companies have capacity

windows and frames. Trees

to produce 1.8 million tons.

planted in the state are also

In addition to pine forests,

important raw material for

used for long-fiber paper, the

the furniture industry (see

paper industry also maintains

Furniture sector for reference).

eucalyptus plantations in Santa
Catarina. The short fibers from
these trees are used in the
mix in the factories, and in
tissue paper, for instance. In
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The exceptional growth of pine forests and modern production
technology makes Santa Catarina one of Brazil’s leading packing
paper suppliers. In the production of cement sacks, which require
resistance and flexibility, the industry uses 100% virgin-fiber cellulose, from older trees and special machinery. Another industry
feature is the production of kraftliner for corrugated cardboard,
which uses recycled paper in its composition. Labor in the industry is specialized, trained specifically for the sector, and there are
equipment manufacturers in the state that meet the specific demands of local industry.

Learn more
The principal production characteristic
of Brazil is that 100% of its paper and
pulp are made from planted forests, that
is, from renewable resources. For each
hectare of planted forest, nearly another
hectare is maintained as a nature
preserve. The industry in Santa Catarina
has 85 thousand hectares zoned in the
category of “permanent preservation”,
and 111 thousand hectares of planted
forests. Companies have also planted
more than 30 thousand hectares on
properties belonging to third parties.

Santa Catarina accounts for 60% of Brazilian production of longfiber pulp, used especially for the manufacture of packaging.

Sectoral Profile* (2008)
Companies
Employees
Participation in SC Industrial Production (**)
Exports
Participation in SC exports

3,300
56.6 thousand
9.3%
US$ 715 million
8.6%

(*) Sum of Pulp, Paper and wood product sectors
(**) Industrial Production; 2007 data. Source: MTE, MDIC, IBGE, FIESC

High income forests
Forests planted by the pulp and paper industries in Brazil are the most
productive in the world. Each hectare of pines produces an average of 35
m3 of wood, while in 1980 they yielded 19 m3. Trees are ready to be cut
down seven years after planting. Improvements are due mostly to genetic
research that produces varieties more resistant to insects and fungus and
with a higher quantity of fibres. It is hoped that pine yield will reach 40
m3 per hectare. For eucalyptus, present yield per hectare is 41 m3, and it
is forecast to reach 50. High yield reduces the need for new areas to increase production. The annual production of one million tons of pulp in
Brazil requires 100 thousand hectares. For the same volume, in Scandinavia and on the Iberian Peninsula, areas of 720 and 300 thousand hectares
are used respectively.

Main products: packing paper (Kraft and Kraftliner); pine doors and door frames
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Furniture
Santa Catarina is responsible for nearly one

Industry

third of Brazilian furniture exports.
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Santa Catarina is Brazil’s largest

and plywood. In the Greater

furniture exporter, specially in the

Florianópolis region, companies in

segment of pine or eucalyptus

the cities of Biguaçu and Palhoça

furniture for home use. Exports in

are specialized in high quality

the state account for more than

products for more demanding

one third of Brazil’s total exports

final clients. Companies from

in the sector. The main production

both regions invest in exports,

region is the Upper Rio Negro

and have begun to be recognized

Valley, on the northern plateau,

at international trade fairs.

where there are approximately

Constantly investing in training,

250 companies in the cities of Rio

improving human resources and

Negrinho, São Bento do Sul and

with a strong entrepreneurial

Campo Alegre. Usually of small

spirit, Santa Catarina’s furniture

and medium size, these companies

industry has created a distinction

employ about 11 thousand workers

in technical and productive

per day and for three decades they

competence, allowing it to achieve

have maintained a tradition of

good international results. The

quality and competitiveness in the

ability to meet deadlines swiftly

foreign market. Other regions of

and having the flexibility to

the state stand out by producing

meet the specific demands of

furniture for the Brazilian market.

each market are features of this

The west has about 125 companies

industry. The largest clients are

in Chapecó and neighboring cities,

in the United States, France,

most of them producing products

Germany, England, Argentina

made from particle boards, wood

and other Mercosur countries.

Learn more
The Brazilian Furniture program
developed by the Brazilian Trade and
Investment Promotion Agency (ApexBrasil), is an industry access tool for
the foreign market. It promotes the
participation of Brazilian companies
in foreign events and visits of foreign
businesses for business rounds during
Brazilian sectoral trade fairs.

Sectoral Profile (2008)
Companies
Employees
Participation in SC Industrial Production (*)
Exports
Participation in SC exports

The furniture industry has strengthened its commitments to traditional
2,060
26 thousand
2.1%
US$ 331 million
4.0%

Clients, while reaching out to new markets in Africa and in the Middle East.

(*) Industrial Production; data from 2007. Source: MTE, MDIC, IBGE, FIESC

Santa Catarina Exports
Period

US$ million

January-July 2009
January-July 2008
January-July 2007

140.1
193.9
216.9

Source: Abimóvel

Main products: furniture for bedrooms, living and
dining rooms, as well as decorative pieces

Participation in Brazilian
Furniture Exports
31.2%
30.2%
34.9%

Green seal
With the aim of promoting environmentally sustainable practices
in the production chain, 27 furniture companies in the cities of Rio
Negrinho, São Bento do Sul and
Campo Alegre have created an
environmental certification seal
for their products. The BioMóvel
seal is audited by the FIESC System and issued to companies
that follow criterion such as adequate treatment of industrial residue, use of non toxic glues and
finishes and raw material from
renewable sources. With the
slogan “Your healthier home”,
the certification was inspired
by the German furniture industry adding to the distinctions in
Santa Catarina’s production.

Santa Catarina’s furniture industry is a large exporter and is growing worldwide. Businesses are more
open to partnerships and joint ventures with foreign companies, in a
search to capitalize on their operations and increase production capacity. The idea is to combine the
strongest features of local industries
– plentiful and renewable raw material, technology and swift production
– with the commercial expertise of
international partners to place Santa Catarina’s products more aggressively in foreign markets.

Learn more
Companies are committed to complying
with environmental and labor legislation and not purchasing from suppliers
who use child or slave labor.
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Metallurgy and Metal Products
Santa Catarina is a center of excellence in human resources training,

Industry

the development of custom products and logistics in the sector.
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Providing essential inputs for

largest clients are in Latin

the main Brazilian production

America and the European

centers, Santa Catarina’s

Union. Most of production is in

metallurgical industry leads the

the state’s northeast, especially

national market in galvanized

in Jaraguá do Sul and Joinville.

electronic hardware for the

Other cities with important

distribution of electrical energy,

companies are Garuva, Criciúma,

telephony and cable TV, in

Blumenau, Brusque, Rio do

addition to hardware (screws

Sul, Tubarão, Porto União

and nuts) as well as gardening

and Florianópolis. Most are

products. Responsible for 20%

“micro” or small companies.

of Brazilian casting, the state

Among the larger companies,

is the headquarters of the

Santa Catarina has two steel

largest independent casting

companies with income above

company in Latin America,

US$ 700 million. Santa Catarina

supplying cast products for

stands out in Brazilian industry

the automotive industry, and

because of the high technical

fittings for water and gas

level of its labor, much of which

systems. In the metallic products

graduated from universities

segment, 5% of Santa Catarina’s

and technical institutes in

production is exported. In

the state. Joinville is a global

the basic metallurgy segment

reference in the education

(laminated profiles, pipes and

of engineers and casting

fittings) 37% of production

technicians, who complete

goes to foreign markets. The

courses in the FIESC System.

Main products: laminated profiles, auto parts , electronic hardware
for electrical energy, telephony and cable TV distribution, fittings
(screws and nuts) and gardening tools and supplies.

The Metallurgy sectoral fair takes place every two years in
Joinville. It conducted US$ 200 million in business and received
20 thousand visitors in 2008.

The main industries in the sector are suppliers of high complexity products for the world’s market, especially in the automotive
area. By developing custom products, they are able to conduct
simultaneous engineering processes with clients. Companies and
technoloy centers in the state develop tools, run tests and prepare
prototypes, among other activities. In Joinville, there are technology centers in the fields of machinery, metallurgy and laboratory
analysis, which perform size tests and calibration of equipment
and machinery.

Sectoral Profile (2008)
Companies
Employees
Participation in SC Industrial Production SC (*)
Exports
Participation in SC exports

3,287
49 thousand
8.7%
US$ 223 million
2.7%

(*) Industrial Production; 2007 data. Source: MTE, MDIC, IBGE, FIESC

Logistic Efficacy
One of the world’s largest steel companies found in Santa Catarina the
ideal place for the production of steel coils, for the automobile industry and other sectors. The unit is located half way between São Paulo
and Buenos Aires, its main markets. Raw materials come from Espírito
Santo, a southeastern Brazilian state about 1,200 km by sea from the
port of São Francisco do Sul. The use of cargo ships keep 400 trucks
off the highways. The same port of São Francisco do Sul handles the
export of the coils.
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Sectors

Plastics

A state company is leader in ESP Styrofoam production
and plastic packaging for fertilizers in Latin America.

Prominent in producing construction materials, Santa

Industry

Catarina is Brazil’s second largest plastics producer.
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Pioneer in plastics

production and reduce delivery

manufacturing during the

schedules. Companies are

1950s, when its first plastic

spread throughout the state,

resin manual injection

while the Joinville region

machine was installed, Santa

concentrates the PVC pipe,

Catarina now hosts about

faucet and shower industries;

900 companies, with annual

and the state’s southern

income of over US$ 3 billion.

region produces over 60%

Even without considering

of the disposable cups used

especially from Mercosur, the

the petrochemical sector,

in Brazil. Other cities attend

United States and Asia. In

the state has Brazil’s second

regional demand, especially

order to increase the presence

largest plastics production

in the production of plastic

of manufactured products

capacity, and is national

films and trays in Chapecó

in the international market,

leader in the production of

and Joaçaba, and injection

companies invest in programs

PVC and disposable products.

molded goods and toys in

like Export Plastic managed by

The sector consolidated its

Blumenau. Plastic injection

the Brazilian government export

position by establishing

molding for engineering and

agency (Apex). Interplast, the

state-of-the-art industrial

civil construction are growing in

trade fair held in Joinville with

facilities, maintaining constant

the state. Exports in the sector

companies from Brazil, Austria,

innovation, logistics efficiency,

represent less than 1% of Santa

Germany, England, Denmark,

and the obtention of ISO

Catarina’s total. However, with

Italy, Spain, New Zealand, South

certifications, combined with

an average consumption of

Korea, China and the United

locally developed technology.

900 thousand tons per month

States, generated US$ 100

This has allowed companies

of resins, the companies are

million in business and attracted

to attain competitive

large importers of raw material,

25 thousand people in 2008.

Many items previously imported by Santa Catarina’s plastics industry
are now produced locally, including high added-value plastic products.
Spare parts and components for computers and electronic goods and
for the automobile industry, notably for vehicle head lights, window
mechanisms, movable mirrors, brakes, steering wheels and safety
belts. The companies benefit from the excellent research and development conducted in the state that has allowed them to add these
products to their portfolios.

Learn more
International demand for manufactured
plastic products is expanding and
for Santa Catarina’s industry the
benefits of internationalization go
beyond quantitative results. Foreign
recognition strengthens the image,
enlarges markets, diversifies products,
dilutes costs, reduces instability and
allows for greater competitiveness in
the internal market as well.

Main products: PVC construction
materials and fittings, disposable
items, plastic films, showers,
toys, EPS Styrofoam

Sectoral Profile (2008)
Companies
Employees
Participation in SC Industrial Production (*)
Exports
Participation in SC exports

943
31 thousand
5.4%
US$ 69 million
0.8%

(*) Industrial Production; 2007 data. Source: MTE, MDIC, IBGE, FIESC

More quality
Because of the growing number of ISO 9001 and ISO14000 certifications, Santa Catarina’s plastics sector has itinerant labs in vehicles that
are able to perform 30 tests and trials on raw materials, products and
processes at the companies. The aim is to staunch productive bottlenecks caused by defective parts, badly stored resins, poorly regulated
machinery and inadequate staff training. The project is linked to Export Plastic, and aims at not only solving occasional problems, but at
the adoption of more modern production technologies and constant
labor training.
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Spare Parts and Vehicles
Inserted in global supply chains, Santa Catarina attracts

Industry

investments from automobile manufacturers.
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Santa Catarina’s automotive

technology. They produce parts

industry, which has traditionally

in steel, plastic and elastomers,

worked in foreign markets, is

machining custom made parts

growing and inserting itself

and products. The production

more and more deeply into

includes starter motors, bearings

global supply chains. On one

and pulleys, parts in which the

hand, standardization of

state is a Latin America leader,

processes at the global level

as well as replacement mufflers

allows local groups to supply

and pistons, in which it leads

Brazilian and foreign automobile

Brazilian manufacturers. It

manufacturers with know-how

also manufactures cast parts

found at few of the world’s

for trucks and cars, suspension

industrial centers. On the other

pieces, valve guides and miters,

hand, foreign groups find in

seats and tappets, cylinder

Santa Catarina opportunities

sleeves, rings, rear-view mirrors

to enlarge their business. The

and spare motorcycle parts

state’s northeast, Joinville and

(pedals, handlebars), among

Joinville. This city will also

surrounding region, is the main

many others. Santa Catarina’s

host the new General Motors

center of the sector, while there

companies are responsible

engine and parts factory, on

are also companies in the Itajaí

for 6% of Brazilian exports

which construction will begin

Valley. The traditional companies,

in the sector. The diversity

in 2009, with investments of

composed mostly of Brazilian

of production enabled one

US$ 175 million. The project

capital and family owned, are

company founded in the state

includes the initial production

characterized by diversification

to begin commercial production

of 120 thousand engines and

and constantly updated

of its first jeeps in 2009, in

50 thousand blocks per year.

Learn more
Specialized labor in the textile sector
and good logistics attracted one
of the world’s leading safety belt
manufacturers to Santa Catarina. With
a factory along federal highway BR-101,
in the north of the state, the company
imports raw material from Africa and
belts aimed at North America are
shipped through the Itajaí Port.

Efficient blocks
Development of state-of-the-art technology together with the trend toward
less polluting engines opened new fronts for Santa Catarina’s industry. One
of the main foundries in the state supplies engine blocks with vermicular
cast iron technology, providing high mechanic resistance, for use in high efficiency diesel engines that pollute less. Companies that use engine blocks
manufactured in Santa Catarina include: Jaguar, Land Rover, BMW, Honda,
Ford, GM, Peugeot and Volkswagen.

Sectoral Profile (2008)
Companies
Employees
Participation in SC Industrial Production(*)
Exports
Participation in SC exports

341
13 thousand
4%
US$ 246 million
3%

(*) Industrial Production; 2007 data. Source: MTE, IBGE, MDIC, FIESC

Automobile companies find reliable and diversified suppliers in Santa
Catarina. The state has a large capacity to supply heavy structural
parts made from precision machining for the most important engine
parts as well as custom made components in plastic and elastomers.
In addition, Santa Catarina is a propitious place for investment in the
sector. There is a large supply of specialized labor. The diversity of
manufacturers creates synergies, and there are logistic advantages
in receiving raw materials and dispatching goods, with proximity to
the leading South American markets, which enjoy some of the largest growth in the global automobile industry.

Santa Catarina is Brazil’s third leading producer
Main products: engine blocks, starter motors, exhaust systems,
wheel suspension parts, cast parts; bus and van chassis

of bus bodies. Chassis for trucks, dump trucks
and container carriers are also produced here.
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Sectors

Technology

The Brazilian software and services market
grew 35% in 2008, moving US$ 15 billion.

Santa Catarina is prominent in the software development industry

Industry

in business management and telecommunication solutions.
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Driven by increased demand

in the sector, such as IBM,

from local companies

HP and Microsoft. The state

for innovation and

also has several small and

competitiveness, the industry

medium size companies with

is prominent in the state’s

potential for development

economy and its brands

and innovation. Most of them

are players in international

were created from a network

Information Technology

of business incubators that

(IT) markets. Joinville,

host entrepreneurs from

Florianópolis and Blumenau,

universities and the private

the three largest cities in

sector, providing physical

the state, are also the main

infrastructure and shared

regional development poles

services for the development

in this sector. The production

of innovative IT projects. The

buyers, who invest in local

of hardware and components

main products exported by

partnerships involving

is more concentrated in the

Santa Catarina’s IT industry

know-how and technology

capital, while the software

include management software

transfer, as well as direct

companies are distributed

for industrial applications

investments. Some of the

throughout the state. Santa

and technology solutions for

large companies in the sector,

Catarina has four of the

the textile sector. The main

including HP, Siemens, IBM

largest systems developing

clients are in Latin American

and Microsoft have well

companies in Brazil, as well

countries such as Argentina,

structured local partners.

as other local companies

Chile and Mexico. The United

New markets are rising in

that participate in offshore

States and the European

Peru, Colombia and sub-

projects with large companies

Union also have important

Saharan African countries.

Main products: Solutions for the electrical
generation and textile industry sectors,
ERP systems for industrial production,
software for human resources, civil
construction and legal fields

Software in Brazil
➜➜US$ 5.07 billion market
➜➜Represents 1.68% of the global market
➜➜32.5% of the programs are developed in Brazil
➜➜Exports of US$ 82 million in licencess
Source: ABES (Brazilian Software Company Association)

Telecommunication pole

Sectoral Profile
Companies in SC
Jobs
Income
Largest concentration

1,600
16.8 thousand
US$ 750 million
Blumenau, Florianópolis,
Joinville, Chapecó and Criciúma

Source: FIESC

Santa Catarina is a technology development pole for telecommunications and is home to some of the
most important companies in Brazil. The Greater Florianópolis region
produces 60% of the telephone exchanges sold in the country, as well
as telephones, mobile phones, routers, notebooks and network solutions, call centers and IP telephone
equipment. Convergence of the
telephony, security and computer
fields attracts foreign partnerships.
Several companies operate internationally in the telecommunications
market by means of strategic alliances with large global brands.

For technology buyers, Santa Catarina is increasingly
seen as a reservoir of qualified labor and a reference
in the development of technologies for a variety of sectors including banking, telecommunications, electrical
generation, healthcare business management, government, security and the Internet. There are now about
one hundred companies
with potential to be global players in different segments. These are medium
sized companies, with average income of US$ 5 million per year, and are ready
for increased investments or
training to become internationally competitive.
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Sectors

Textiles and Clothing
Large centenary companies work in synergy with small

Industry

companies, investing in new technologies and fashions.
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Textile and clothing production

equipment and automic

is one of the most traditional

cutting and sewing machinery,

industrial activities in Santa

together with professional

Catarina. Dating back to the

training. One of the goals is to

19th Century, it was begun

increase exports. The strategies

by German immigrants who

for positioning in foreign

settled the Itajaí Valley

markets include opening self-

and the state’s northeast.

owned and franchise stores as

From the beginning, the

well as sales offices, in addition

industry conducted intense

to conducting market surveys.

commercial and technological

The leading companies have

exchanges with foreign

environmental management

markets, especially those in

systems, ISO 14000 certification

Europe. Large companies with

and Öko-Tex Standard 100.

internationally known trade-

This is one of the sectors that

marks now share production

invests most in environmental

with thousands of micro and

technology. Santa Catarina’s

small entrepreneurs. The sector

textile and clothing industry

(15% of the total national

has the industrial flexibility

accounts for about 15% of

textile industry). Besides

needed to supply small

Brazilian exports and 23%

sectoral concentration in the

orders swiftly. The industry

of exports in the sector. In

Itajaí Valley and in the state’s

is constantly undergoing

total, there are more than 8

northeast, there are clothing

technical renovation, with

thousand companies in the

manufacturers in Florianópolis

investments in computerized

state, with annual revenues

(the state capital) and

looms electronic dying

of more than US$ 5 billion

Criciúma (in the south).

Main products: knitwear, cotton cloth, embroidered cloth,
bedroom, kitchen and bath linens and toweling

Learn more
The main buyers from Santa Catarina’s
companies are Argentina (knitwear
and cotton cloth), the United States
(clothing, special cloths, lace and
embroidery) and the European Union
(clothing and cotton cloth).

Sectoral Profile (2008)
Companies
Employees
Participation in SC Industrial Production (*)
Participation on SC exports

8,321
155 thousand
16%
3.2%

(*) Industrial Production; 2007 data. Source: MTE, MDIC, IBGE, FIESC

Modern Fashion
While small subcontracted companies are responsible for most of
the production of large brands, they invest in creation of added value in their own products. Partnerships with universities have been
productive in the development of fashion and innovation. The Santa
Catarina Contemporary Fashion program (Santa Catarina Moda Contemporânea - SCMC) joins schools in the state with clothing companies. In 2008, it brought together 15 companies and 14 teaching
institutions.

Large and small clothing industries cooperate mutually. The
smaller ones handle production, ensuring flexibility in the system.

As one of Brazil’s leading Brazilian textile producing regions, Santa
Catarina hosts international events and business fairs. Texfair, considered the largest in the sector in Latin America, takes place in Blumenau with about 200 exhibitors and 400 trademarks in the segments of bedroom, kitchen, and bath products as well as clothing
and decoration. In 2008, there were over 30 thousand visitors. The
fair includes visits from foreign market buyers’ and business rounds.
The International Textile and Clothing Materials Fair (Feira Internacional de Materiais para a Indústria Têxtil e de Confecção - Fematex), the Brazilian Texile Industry Fair (Feira Brasileira para a Indústria Têxtil - Febratex) and the SC Jeans Show (SC Mostra Jeans) are
also important.
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Greater Florianópolis

Contemporary Profile
The region is prominent for technology, tourism and

Regions

services, and for the traditional industry sectors.
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Greater Florianópolis is

technology. Civil construction

known worldwide for tourism,

plays an important role

attracting two million visitors

in both income and jobs

during the high season – from

creation. There are about 2.1

December to March – with

thousand companies, almost

an increasing number of

20% of Santa Catarina’s total,

foreigners. The region around

of which 916 are in the capital

the capital, however, has

alone. The largest company

diversified industrial facilities,

of pre-fab concrete of Latin

Soaring services
The region has become established as a service providing center. Florianópolis has hospitals recognized for oncology and other specialities.
Three new private hospitals will begin operating in the city in 2010, and
others are being expanded with investments totaling some US$ 35 million. These are undertakings that keep the construction industry moving
as well as the equipment and high technology sectors. Commerce is undergoing rapid expansion: three new shopping malls will begin operations
between 2010 and 2012, in addition to the four existing ones. Motivated
by its special location, Brazilian and foreign companies are establishing
their distribution centers in Greater Florianópolis. Palhoça has a business
condominium for that purpose.

Main cities
Florianópolis
São José
Palhoça
Biguaçu
São João Batista
Santo Amaro da Imperatriz

being one of the most dynamic

America is in São José. The

in the country. There are

sector is responsible for 19

important companies in the

thousand direct jobs. The

sectors of ceramics (Tijucas),

basis for this is the accelerated

plastics and petroleum

demographic growth: from

(Biguaçu), nautical, dentistry

1996 to 2006 the state’s

and telecommunications

population grew 22.1%,

equipment (Palhoça and São

while Palhoça grew by 57.8%

José), food and beverages (São

and Florianópolis grew by

José) and shoes. Florianópolis,

49.9%. The clothing sector is

large brands, generating 10

the state capital, does not

also well established in the

thousand jobs. The companies

have heavy manufacturing

region. There are about two

are also benefiited by the

industries because of

thousand micro and small

state university that has a

environmental restrictions,

companies producing clothes

fashion department, ensuring

and its economy is based

in their own brand or under

the constant updating of

on tourism, services and

the private label system for

knowledge and trends.

Thousand people (2008)
402.3
199.2
128.4
55.7
23.5
18.3

Source: FIESC and IBGE

Learn more
The city of São João Batista is the
fourth largest shoe industry center in
the country. It has about 200 companies
producing 1.5 million pairs per month,
and exports to several countries.
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Greater Florianópolis
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The Knowledge Business
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The Greater Florianópolis

prominent in the fields

region has about

of information systems,

500 high technology

control and automation

companies. Most of

and production, electrical,

them produce software,

mechanical and materials

but there are important

engineering at under

telecommunications,

graduate levels. The

biotechnology and

institution also supports,

dental equipment

through research, sectors

companies exporting

such as mariculture,

to the five continents.

in which the region is

The consolidation of

a leader in Brazil. The

the technology industry,

technology centers,

which does not pollute

implemented during the

and hires highly qualified

1980s, are also among

labor, is benefited by a

the best in the country.

favorable institutional

Business incubators

environment in the region.

promote innovative

There are 18 schools of

entrepreneurship and

higher education, led by

are models for countries

the Federal University at

such as Mexico, Peru

Santa Catarina (UFSC),

and Venezuela. Similar

one of the most important

initiatives are found in São

and largest in the country.

José and Biguaçu, which

UFSC offers 65 graduate

articulate fiscal incentive

courses, 60 specialization,

plans for the installation

55 master’s and 37 doctoral

of new technology

courses, and is nationally

base companies.

Over 90% of Brazilian production of cultivated shellfish,
particularly oysters, is concentrated in Greater Florianópolis.

Although it attracts many tourists, the region still lacks proper
nautical infrastructure: there are no moorings for cruise ships and
there are few marinas, most of the existing ones are private. Installations of these kinds of facilities, in addition to offering great
investment potential, also generate opportunities for a series of
related businesses like boating parts supply companies or ship
and boat maintenance. Another opportunity being studied is the
use of the sea for mass transportation, with ferries connecting
the main cities - Florianópolis, Palhoça and Biguaçu – to reduce
the flow of vehicles.

Florianópolis, technology, ceramics
and plastics industries: the
region is also a center of services,
commerce and education

Diversified Leisure

Number of companies
Food and beverage products
Non metallic mineral products
Clothing articles and accessories
Furniture and related industries
Leather and leather goods
Source: MTE, FIESC/2008

501
340
313
295
283

As one of the world’s leading
tourist destinations, Greater Florianópolis offers different kinds
of leisure: the coast has beautiful
beaches with clear waters – the
Capital alone has 42. The mountains have hot springs, and rural
and adventure tourism (rafting,
canoeing and hang and paragliding) in cities like Santo Amaro da Imperatriz, Rancho Queimado and São Pedro de Alcântara.
Nova Trento is the second largest
religious pilgramage site in the
country, with the sanctuaries of
Saint Paullina and Our Lady of
Perpetual Saviour. There are a total of 40 thousand beds in hotels
and pousadas in the region. Different immigration movements
settled the region. The coastline
was populated by Azoreans in
the middle of the 17th century
and the high plains by Germans
in the 19th century, which generated rich architectural traditions
preserved in many homes, buildings and churches.
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Itajaí Valley

Weaving Opportunities
From the traditional textile industry to naval and technology
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industries, the regional economy is diversified and dynamic.
The economy and culture of

in the region, as well as

the Itajaí Valley are marked

metal machinery and spare

by the textile industry. This

parts manufacturers, in

is where Santa Catarina’s

cities like Blumenau,

industrialization began in

Timbó, Indaial, Rio do

the late 19th Century, by

Sul and Guabiruba. In

German immigrants. In 1880, in

Brusque and Timbó there

Blumenau, the doors opened to

are appliance companies

Brazil’s first knit fabric factory.

that produce stoves and

Today, a total of 7.8 thousand

washing machines. The Itajaí

companies work in the textile

Valley also concentrates

and clothing sectors in Santa

the oldest Information

Catarina, 4.6 thousand are in

Technology (IT) center in the

the region, employing 92.3

state, gathering about 500

thousand of the sector’s 150.9

companies with an annual

thousand workers. Half of

income of US$ 200 million.

Brazil’s production of bedroom,
kitchen and bath toweling and
linens as well as knit products
come from the state. Like other
regions of the state, the Itajaí
Valley diversified its industrial
calling, benefiting from the
Itajaí Port. Some of the world’s
largest food companies operate
64

Learn more
The food production unit of Brazil’s
largest agribusiness company and the
third largest in the global market is located in Gaspar. Rio do Sul is home to
Brazil’s fourth largest exporter of pork
products. The world’s largest poultry
processing and export company is
building its headquarters in Itajaí.

Germanic Style
Although it has one of the
world’s most complete textile
production chains, the Itajaí Valley still has gaps to fill.
One of the demands is for
processing and production
of synthetic threads such
as elastane and polyester to
supply local companies that
must now purchase these inputs from other regions or
use imported goods.

Settled by Germans in the early
19th Century, the Itajaí Valley
maintains many of the immigrants’ characteristics, in both
architecture and language.
Pomerode, known as Brazil’s
“most German city” has 300 colonial style buildings, and about
90% of the population speaks
German daily. Each October
there are nine festivals dedicated to German culture and cooking, in different cities, attracting
tourists from Brazil and abroad.
Blumenau hosts the Oktoberfest, the world’s second largest
beer festival.

Main cities
Blumenau
Itajaí
Brusque
Balneário Camboriú
Camboriú
Source: FIESC

Thousand people (2008)
296.1
169.9
99.9
99.5
56.3
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Shipbuilding

Tourism: in October, there are nine fairs dedicated

The ship and boat-building

boats for port dredging, as

industry in the Itajaí River

well as wooden yachts. They

Valley is the second largest in

also manufacture ships to

the country. It generates 2.7

transport liquified natural gas

thousand direct jobs. There

for Petrobras, the Brazilian

are about 25 dockyards for

state petroleum company. The

maintenance of the fishing

shipping segment is expanding.

fleet (vessels up to 28 meters)

At the national level, measures

and another four, of medium

to promote fishing activities

size, for production of nautical

are being studied, and the

equipment, making it one of the

Brazilian Navy announced

most modern in Latin America.

it will renovate 50% of its

Investments of US$ 10 to US$

medium size fleet. Offshore

15 million for enlargement of

oil exploration of the pre-salt

each sector are being made.

layer demands new investments

The dockyards manufacture

by Petrobras. The port sector

steel tugboats and supply boats

is investing in expansion at

for oil platforms, transport

São Francisco do Sul and

vessels (catamarans for up to

Itajaí and the establishment

600 people), aluminum hull

of the Itapoá Port.

The expansion generates a series of business opportunities in the
segment, from the installation of new dockyards to the creation of
companies to supply raw materials and equipment for both manufacturing units and vessels. For example: there is no specific shipyard
for the repair of ships larger than 100 meters.
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to beer and food; at the seaside, the hotel chain in
Balneário Camboriú offers about 20 thousand beds.

The beer comeback
During the second half of the 19th Century, German and Swiss immigrants brought the European beer making tradition to Santa Catarina.
They built several breweries, which did not survive into the 20th Century. Recently, a new generation of breweries has grown vigorously in
the Itajaí Valley. They are small, artesanal operations offering special
products as an alternative to industrial beers. The brewers in the Valley and other regions have made Santa Catarina the largest Brazilian
center of small breweries.

The Itajaí Valley is also prominent in the production of pickles – gherkins, sauerkraut, sundried tomatos, hearts of palm – as well as mayonnaise, mustard and canned fruits. Nevertheless, the region does
not have a glass jar factory, a business requiring a relatively modest
investment that would be easy to establish.

Number of companies

Blumenau and the textile industry, have marked the region’s economy since the
19th Century: the sector has undergone a renewal and the region has diversified

Manufacture of clothing and accessories
Textile products
Food and beverage products
Metal products (excluding machinery and equipment)
Wooden products

3,776
1,236
1,042
788
691

Source: MTE, FIESC/2008
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North

Dynamic Business
With large technological and industrial growth, the
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region hosts companies that target global markets.
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Santa Catarina’s north and

second largest producer of tool

northeastern region has the

and dies, producing molds for

state’s largest manfuacturing

industries like auto parts and

base. Nearly 200 years after

print dies, in 430 industries

the first immigrants arrived

that supply both domestic

from southern Germany in

and foreign markets. It is also

1827 –the manufacturing

home to one of Brazil’s leading

sector has many companies,

producers of refrigerators

and impressive expertise in

and freezers and, in plastics,

segments such as metallurgy,

hosts Brazil’s leading pipes and

machinery, electrical devices,

fittings manufacturer. These

auto parts and vehicles, plastics,

and other companies benefit

textiles and furniture. Together

from excellent logistic and

with demanding international

educational opportunities.

production and management

There are 12 institutions with

standards, most of these

technical and higher level

companies have become large

courses for industries, and two

global players. The region hosts

universities are being built,

the world’s largest compressor

one in the federal system

manufacturer, which is also

and the other private – and

one of the largest producers of

a technological park that

electric motors, in addition to

includes some of the main

Latin America’s leading foundry

companies producing solutions

and a multinational steel plant.

for production, finance and

The state’s northeast is Brazil’s

business management.

The city of Joinville generates about 10% of the total
Gross Domestic Product of Santa Catarina (2006).

Main cities
Joinville
Jaraguá do Sul
São Bento do Sul
Mafra
Rio Negrinho
São Francisco do Sul

Thousand people (2008)
492.1
136.3
75.5
52.7
44.0
39.3

Source: IBGE

Global strategies
The main products exported by Santa Catarina display the importance
of the northern region in industrialized foreign markets. Except for the
meat processing and ceramic industries, the main export items are
manufactured essentially in the state’s north and northeast: motors and
electrical motors and generators and compressors, cylinder blocks and
heads and wooden furniture. The essential characteristic of the main
companies in these sectors is that their strategies are dedicated to foreign markets. This means that the main industries are near the top in
the scale of added value, looking for markets where price is not the
only determining factor.

Learn more
Santa Catarina is a leading tobacco exporter – the product is the state’s second leading export. The northeastern
region is also prominent in this industry.
One of Brazil’s largest tobacco export
units is installed in Joinville.
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Reinforced Infrastructure
The northern part of the state

and new transmission lines from

is in an excellent logistical

the Itaipu hydropower plant

position and its infrastructure

that will reach Joinville in 2010,

has gained successive

insuring supply for the next

reinforcements, given the

decades, considering increased

needs presented by large

demand. The water system is

demographic and industrial

prepared to handle supply for

growth. Santa Catarina’s main

the next ten years, considering

federal highway, BR 101 runs

average annual consumption

through the state from north

increase of 10%. In addition, new

to south along the coast and

sources are being prospected. All

passes the main cities in the

these factors have contributed

region. Its traffic capacity

to the strengthening of the

has been doubled in the past

region as a service providing

few years. This substantially

center, as well as an industrial

improved connections to

region, with prominence

Brazil’s Southeastern region

in commerce and tourism,

and the ports of São Francisco

especially business tourism

do Sul (45 km from Joinville),

Joinville, metallurgy and electrical
materials industry: business vision
focusing on globalization

Itajaí (90 km) and Paranaguá,
in Paraná (135 km). The ports
are being enlarged, and in
2010 the Port of Itapoá, in
the Babitonga Bay is set to
begin operating (see maps for
reference). Installed capacity of
electrical supply was increased
by 52% in 2009, with the
launching of a new sub-station
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The manufacturing park in the Northeast offers an extremely favorable environment for the installation of large and medium companies in the appliance segment. The business chain has all the needed components for the assembly of refrigerators, freezers, washing
machines and microwave ovens, for example. They include electrical
motors, generators, transformers, tools and plastic parts produced
by local companies, insuring, among other benefits, a considerable
reduction in logistics costs.

The Northern region concentrates about 500 furniture
companies that export to the United States, France, the
United Kingdom and Argentina, among other markets.

Number of companies
Metal products (excluding machinery and equipment)
Manufacture of clothing and accessories
Furniture and related industries
Wood products
Machinery and equipment

815
696
592
553
461

Source: MTE, FIESC/2008

Automotive Center
The industrial drive of the state’s northeast has allowed the consolidation of a nearly complete automotive chain. In Joinville, in addition to
the production of tools, plastic parts and several components, an important foundry supplys engine blocks, heads and profiles. São Francisco
do Sul is home to one of Latin America’s largest steel mills, providing
sheet steel for the automotive industry. An engine assembly plant is being installed in Joinville, and there is interest in the construction of an
industrial plant for the manufacture of tires, the only product still not
found in the local automobile chain.
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High Plains

The Strength of Forestry
The large forest base supports the paper and
cellulose industry and promotes the consistency
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of the forest products productive chain.
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Ecological Accesses
Forests planted by large paper companies maintain as a counterpart
large areas of native vegetation. Thanks to the mosaic planting system,
industrial plantations are interspersed with native forest, forming ecological corridors. This allows animals to travel long distances, which is
essential for the survival of many species.

Settlement of Santa Catarina’s

some of the most important

high plains began in the 18th

paper and cellulose

Century, with its occupation

companies, which have

by pioneers from São Paulo

environmental certificates

known as bandeirantes. A

for their forests. The largest

trail was needed for the

companies are located in

mule train drivers to reach

the cities of Correia Pinto

the Pampa region, in what

and Otacílio Costa. These

is now Rio Grande do Sul.

companies produce items

In 1766, a settlement was

from paper for packaging,

founded that later became

industrial sacks and kraft

the city of Lages, now the

paper to moistened

largest city in the region.

tissues, toilet paper and

About 100 years later the

napkins. Excellent logistics

“timber cycle” began,

infrastructure is one of the

railway is supplied by a

promoting an economic boost

attributes of the plateau:

network that connects

and establishing one of the

a highway connection is

the far ends of Brazil,

most important industries in

established by BR-116,

passing important ports

the region until today. The

the federal highway that

such as São Francisco

forestry industry developed

links Brazil’s southern

do Sul (SC) and Santos

a productive chain based on

and northeastern regions,

(SP) and with routes

250 thousand hectares of

as well as BR-282, which

that include Mercosur

planted pine forests, as well

connects Santa Catarina’s

countries like Uruguay,

as eucalyptus, and it includes

coast and plateau. The

Paraguay and Argentina.

Main cities
Lages
Curitibanos
Campos Novos
São Joaquim
Otacílio Costa
Correia Pinto

Thousand people (2007)
161.5
37.4
28.4
24.8
15.6
14.8

Source: FIESC

Learn more
Partnerships with large paper and
cellulose companies allow farmers to
participate in global supply chains.
Companies maintain development
programs to plant trees for their supply. They provide technology, demand environmental care and insure
the purchase of wood. By 2012, 20%
of the wood used by the paper and
cellulose industry will be supplied by
small producers.
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Orchard Technology
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The primary sector is

the state allowed apple

responsible for a large part

production to explode

of the wealth generated in

from 18 thousand tons

the mountain region. Local

in 1978 to 166 thousand

production of temperate

tons in 2009. The two most

climate fruits makes

harvested varieties are:

Santa Catarina a highlight

Fuji, between March and

nationwide: the state leads

April, and Gala, between

in apple production, with

February and March. The

53% of Brazil’s total. In

regional climate favors

2009, the harvest reached

the culture, with a daily

320 thousand tons in

temperature range that

five cities - Bom Jardim

provides better color and

da Serra, Bom Retiro,

sweeter flavor to the

Rio Rufino, São Joaquim,

apples. Other temperate

Urubici and Urupema –

climate cultures are also

with corresponding income

being expanded like plums,

of R$ 190 million. In these

peaches and grapes. The

cities, the activity involves

latter are leading to a

almost two thousand

new production chain in

orchard workers in an

the region, including the

area of about 11 thousand

production of fine wine.

hectares. São Joaquim

The so-called Altitude

has one of Brazil’s most

Wines of Santa Catarina

modern research centers

are produced in areas

for temperate climate

1,400 meters above sea

fruit culture. Genetic

level, in municipalities

improvements developed

like São Joaquim, the

by research agencies in

coldest in Brazil.

Lages, forestry and lumber products factory:
grow opportunities in the sector

Despite substantial production, the fruit industry does not yet possess a complete production chain in the region, so producers sell their
harvest to distributors. One investment opportunity would be the
implementation of fruit processing units, such as those to produce
juice concentrates or pulps, high consumption products, especially
in large markets, and with high added value.

Rural Tourism

Number of companies
Wood products
Metal products (excluding machinery and equipment)
Food and beverage products
Furniture manufacturing and other industries
Machinery and equipment
Cellulose, paper and paper products manufacturing
Source: FIESC/2007

382
105
131
83
81
32

Mountains nearly two thousand
meters tall and some of the lowest temperatures in Brazil – as
well as snowfall – make Santa Catarina’s high plains one of
the most important rural tourism
destinations in Brazil. Centenary
farms were converted into hotels and lodges with comfortable
facilities in Lages, São Joaquim,
Urubici, Bom Jardim da Serra,
Urupema and Bom Retiro. In addition to offering an abundance
of traditional regional food, visitors enjoy a series of leisure options such as horseback and
carriage rides, and adventure
tourism like rock climbing, canoeing and hiking.

One of the opportunities in the
lumber industry is linked to furniture production, ranging from the
manufacture of components by supply companies in São Bento do Sul,
in the state’s northern plain, to final production of bedroom, kitchen
and living room furniture, which is
basically non existent in the region.
Another possibility is the creation of
joint ventures for the production of
biomass pellets, high pressure compressed wood granules from industrial residues and forest clearing.
These pellets can be used for central heating, hot water production
and agricultural green houses, for
example. The costs per unit of energy are equivalent to about 50% of
those from petroleum derivates.

Paper and lumber companies, most of them on the high
plateau, represent about 10% of the state’s industrial
production, and more than 11% of total exports.
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South

Increased Capacity

In addition to being one of the most important hubs of

Industrial diversification has accelerated in the region,

is a center of the plastics and clothing industries.

the Brazilian ceramics industry, southern Santa Catarina

Regions

with important infrastructure investments.
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Main cities

Southern Santa Catarina has

by research and development

undergone different stages

units and specialized human

of economic expansion, led

resources training. There is

first by coal mining and

also a large number of brick

followed by the consolidation

and roof tile factories and

of the ceramics industry.

table ceramics companies. An

Criciúma
Tubarão
Araranguá
Içara
Laguna

Today, however, there is a

estimated 70% of Brazilian

Source: IBGE, FIESC

diversified manufacturing

disposable cup production

base, where clothing,

comes from southern

metallurgy, machinery and

Santa Catarina. Wooden

region has different cultural

disposable plastic segments

frame prduction is another

heritages. Coastal cities

are prominent, all with

prominent industry and Braço

like Laguna were settled

competitive attributes that

do Norte is known as the

by Azorean immigrants in

insure a presence in both

South American capital of the

the 17th Century, while

national and foreign scenarios.

sector, given its exports to

in the Interior, cities like

The southern region hosts

more than 20 countries, while

Urussanga and Nova

some of Brazil’s largest

metallurgic and machinery

Veneza were settled by

ceramics companies, which

companies have developed the

Italian immigrants in the

are responsible for Santa

know-how to meet demands

19th Century. In addition

Catarina’s Latin American

for the latest solutions in

to being pioneers in Santa

leadership in the production

a variety of production

Catarina industry, the

of floor and wall tiles and

segments. In the nearly 200

Italians developed wineries

stoneware. The region is a

kilometres between the coast

in the region, notable for

large hub for the sector, and

and the Rio Grande do Sul

the production of wines

the companies are supported

border, the state’s southern

from the Goethe grape.

Thousand people (2008)
187.0
95.8
59.1
56.4
51.3

Learn more
The state’s southern region leads Brazil
in mineral coal production with 64.3%
of total production and is second in
sales with 45.3%. This offers attractive
investment opportunities in electrical
energy generation, an activity of importance to the country, which is striving to increase its electrical generating
capacity. The region already has the
Jorge Lacerda Thermoelectric Complex,
in Capivari de Baixo, with 857MW of
installed capacity.
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New Business

With the doubling of the number of lanes on the BR-101 federal
highway, private investments in the southern part of the state

The region is undergoing a

the Jaguaruna Airport is

special period in its history.

planned for 2010, with 2.5

should increase to US$ 500 million per year, as estimated by

A series of investments in

thousand meters of runway,

companies in the region.

infrastructure established a

one of the largest in the

favorable context for economic

country, prepared for both

expansion. The most important

large passenger and cargo

work is the widening of the

aircraft. In addition, the port

southern portion of federal

of Imbituba has just added

highway BR-101, the main

two new coastal navigation

route through the country

lines, covering the entire

from Osório (RS) to Natal (RN),

Brazilian coastline. The local

which is 4,551 kilometers long

infrastructure, including the

and passes through 12 states.

Tereza Cristina Railway, which

The southern portion in Santa

holds the concession for the

Catarina runs 400 kilometres

southern Santa Catarina

from Palhoça to Osório – and

railway network, provides a

should be completed by 2012.

variety of logistic integration

The section will improve

opportunities that can reduce

connections between the

shipping costs by 30%.

southern part of the state
and South America’s leading
industrial and consumption
centers, São Paulo and Buenos
Aires (Argentina). In addition
to benefiting cargo, the
highway will facilitate the
flow of tourists, attracting
investments for the hotel
network. The launching of
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Learn more
In addition to traditional manufacturing industries, tourism is important to the region
that encompasses the state’s southern coast down to the Rio Grande do Sul border.
Garopaba and Imbituba are locations known internationally for their surfing, and
attract about 100 thousand visitors in the summer, from January to March. Laguna
has nearly 600 landmark buildings and monuments under government protection,
including churches with natural size and hand crafted statues from the 18th Century. In the cities far from the coast, the Italian settlers left marks on the architecture,
with churches and large houses from the 19th Century. Gravatal has thermal mineral
water springs that attract many tourists.

Number of companies
Clothing articles and accessories
Food and beverage products
Non-metallic mineral products
Wood products
Metal products (excluding machinery and equipment)

1,170
634
538
479
432

Source: MTE, FIESC/2008

The clothing and textile sectors play an important
role in the economy of the southern region: it is
the industrial segment, with the largest number
of companies – 1,114, including many that produce accessories– and that which hires the most,
with about 17.6 thousand workers. Each month,
about five million pieces are produced, 40% of
which are jeans and the remaining simple fabrics,
in small and medium sized companies. In spite of
the industry’s strength, there are no major suppliers of cloth and other raw materials in the region.
Therefore, there is space to install new supply
companies, of both denim and accessories such
as buttons and zippers.

Criciúma, ceramic wall and floor coverings and
clothing production: new opportunities with
the expansion of regional infrastructure
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From the Farm to the Factory
The birth place of modern Brazilian agribusiness,

Regions

joining farmers and industry.
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Santa Catarina’s western

a complete production chain

region is internationally

was formed, with animal

recognized for its

breeding, processing and

agribusiness, built in the

export, operations marked by

first decades of the last

state-of-the art technology in

century, when it began to

genetics and manufacturing.

receive Italian and German

With high weight gain from

Successful partnership
Santa Catarina’s leadership in the meat segment is directly related to the
model created by agribusiness. In the integrated system, small farmers
are responsible for fattening poultry and hogs. The companies guarantee purchase of the animals and provide the raw material, technical
assistance and financing. One of the advantages of this integrated system is that it avoids population exodus from the rural areas to the cities, and guarantees breeders, access to technology.

Main cities
Chapecó
Concórdia
Xanxerê
São Miguel do Oeste
Joaçaba
Maravilha

descendents from the

ration consumption, animals

neighboring state of Rio

with lots of meat and little

Grande do Sul, who were

fat and high industrial

attracted by the available

flexibility (over two thousand

land. The region is now

different cuts), western

one of Brazil’s leading

Santa Catarina is one of the

producers of pork and

world’s leading exporters

poultry and has some of

of poultry meat, accounting

the largest slaughterhouses

for 14% of global trade.

plantations used for feed and

and processing companies

Agribusiness, strongest in this

to produce rations. Of the 1.6

in Latin America. Production

region, accounts for 38% of

million tons of rations produced

began slowly with grain

state exports. Cooperatives

in the state, about 70% of the

mills and pork rendering,

play an important role in

material used is harvested in

which gave way to slaughter

regional production, joining

Santa Catarina. The production

houses and meat packing,

small farmers in the sale

systems involve many small

the embryos of the large

and processing of what

family farms, for which reason

food groups now located in

they produce. The primary

about 50% of the population

the region. Over the years,

sector is dominated by corn

still lives in rural areas.

Thousand people (2008)
171.8
69.8
41.8
35.0
25.2
22.7

Source: IBGE, FIESC

Learn more
Over 50 agricultural cooperatives in
Santa Catarina have about 60 thousand members. The sector had income
close to US$ 3 billion in 2007, when 17
thousand people were employed. The
cooperatives are found mainly in western Santa Catarina.
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Machinery, Furniture and Milk
The economic expansion in

state’s production. This

the western region, based

has made Santa Catarina

on agribusiness, has created

Brazil’s sixth largest dairy

new demands and has

producer, with about

favored the development of

1.9 billion liters annually

other important industrial

(2007). The production

segments. The metallurgy and

chain benefits from the

machinery sector is prominent.

involvement of universities

The production of metal

and research centers in milk

products, including machinery

improvement. The product

and equipment, involves 816

mix includes common

companies, mostly small and

cheeses, cream cheese,

medium size businesses. Most

UHT milk and fine cheeses,

of these suppliers are specialists

produced with goats’ milk.

in the food industry, which

The region has also recently

need to constantly renew their

initiated the exploration

manufacturing facilities given

of tourism potential at

foreign market demands.

its hot springs. There are

There is strong demand for

resorts in six cities, namely:

the development of machinery

Piratuba, Águas de Chapecó,

that allows diversification

São Carlos, Palmitos,

of meat cuts. The region has

Quilombo and Caibi.

also become an important
furniture producing center,

The availability of wood
was a decisive factor for
the development of industries based on raw material processing as well as
furniture production. Production of wood products
now involves about 620
companies, while the furniture segment is comprised
of about 350 micro, small
and medium businesses. In
order to meet industrial demand, raw material is obtained mostly from Paraná
and Rio Grande do Sul, at
distances of up to 400 kilometers, which raises the
price of the final product.
The scenario is changing,
with new areas of reforestation being planted
with production forecast
in about five years. A new
opportunity is the opening
of new wooden laminate
companies, to supply the
furniture industry.

but mostly for the domestic
market. In agribusiness, diary
production has grown in the
state´s western region, which
accounts for over 60% of the
82

Santa Catarina accounts for about 0.7% of international pork
production, with productivity comparable to the United States
and Europe and high sanitary standards.

Chapecó, poultry: economy based
on agribusiness, with integration
between companies and producers

Reforestation seeding: forestry for biomass production is one of the most
important business opportunities in the region

In relation to animal production, there is strong demand in the western
region for proper disposal of all pig waste. One of the processes used,
composting, still demands high investment and does not establish a final
destination for all of the residue. Opportunities have yet to be developed
that allow hog farmers to process this waste or sell it to those who can
produce methane for instance. It is estimated that a live pig, weighing from
16 to 100 kilograms, produces 5% to 9% of its body weight in feces and
urine each day. Santa Catarina has a permanent herd of about 4.5 million
heads, so there is an abundance of this raw material.

Number of companies
Food and beverage products
Wood products
Furniture and other industries
Metal products (excluding machinery and equipment)
Machinery and equipment

845
642
543
513
373

Source: MTE, FIESC/2008
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Ports

Larger and More Modern
Logistical location, demand and flexibility make Santa

Infrastructure

Catarina’s ports among the most competitive in South America.
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Santa Catarina has more than

while São Francisco do Sul is

500 kilometers of coastline,

the fourth in soy movement.

where the following five

Total cargo movement at

ports can be found: Itajaí,

Santa Catarina’s ports in

Navegantes, São Francisco do

2008, reached 19.29 million

Sul, Imbituba and Laguna,

tons and 1.2 million TEUs

besides the port of Itapoá,

(twenty-foot container

which will begin operation

unit) were moved. In terms

in 2010. The state is highly

of containers, the mode of

competitive within the

transport that insures the

Brazilian logistical scenario.

highest added value, Brazil

Its central location and the

annually moves eight million

demand for services place

TEUs. The state, however,

Santa Catarina on the map

has installed capacity for

of foreign business, for

three million TEUs, and

practically all kinds of cargo,

ongoing investments are

and in coastal navigation.

increasing the capacity to

Each one of the ports has its

five million TEUs. The new

own management specialties

configuration establishes

as well as general cargo

competitive advantages over

handling. Itajaí is Brazil’s

competitors: infrastructure

second largest port in terms

for handling a variety of

of container movement, and

cargo and strategic location

has the largest supply of

in both the national and

refrigerated storage space,

Latin American scenarios.

Learn more
The expansion and upgrading of Santa
Catarina’s ports benefit from public and
private investments, as a recognition
of the state’s potential for business in
the sector. Large Brazilian and foreign
markets are investing in new terminals,
mooring areas and infrastructure
in general, creating a series of new
business opportunities.

Itapoá, the new port
In 2010, Tecon Santa Catarina, the
state’s sixth largest port, will begin operations. Located in Itapoá
in the Babitonga Basin, with the
same access channel as the Port
of São Francisco do Sul, it is one of
the largest projects in the country,
with investments of US$ 156 million. It will be used exclusively for
container movement, with an initial capacity of 300 thousand TEUs/
year. In the second stage, planned
for 2012, capacity should double.
Once the third stage is completed, the goal is to reach 1.5 million TEUs/year. The project includes
the deepest berths in the state, at
16 meters and it will operate as a
hub port, concentrating export and
import cargo, allowing for the redistribution, by coastal navigation,
of goods to other ports in Brazil
and South America, in particular
Argentina and Uruguay.

Tecon Santa Catarina, under construction in Itapoá, relies on rear port support of about 12 million
m2. The entire area will be occupied by private companies, creating many investment opportunities in the logistics segment, including the installation of warehouses and hangars, special cargo
(reefer) storage and services such as container repair and maintenance.
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Itajaí, the most important port in Santa Catarina, has the

Infrastructure

highest added value operations for export goods in Brazil.
The largest port in Santa

of storage area for dry cargo.

Catarina and the second largest

Itajaí also stands out for being

in Brazil in terms of container

the only Brazilian port that is a

movement, Itajaí’s leading

municipal concession, which is

features include its location:

considered a worldwide trend

within a 100-kilometre raidus

in port management, including

are some of the most important

for private terminals. Another

industrial cities in the state

characteristic is the availability

such as Joinville, Blumenau

of qualified labor, from

and Jaraguá do Sul, as well

stevedores to those at technical

as Florianópolis. The forestry

and management levels, given

region is 200 kilometers away

the solid offer of courses in

and the pork and poultry

the field of ports and foreign

producers 300 kilometers

markets at neighboring schools.

away. Frozen poultry meat,
with high added value, is the
main export product, making
the port the national leader
in frozen meat in containers.
Logistics infrastructure is
prominent in the segment,
with the largest refrigerated
storage space in Brazil –160
thousand ton capacity – and
over seven thousand outlets
to connect reefer containers
(the largest in Latin America).
It also has 257.2 thousand m2
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Learn more
The Port of Itajaí moved a total of 6.53
million tons and US$ 8.92 billion in 2007,
generating added value of US$ 1.62 per
kilo of exported goods, the highest in
the country.

Private port
The Itajaí-Açu River port complex includes the Port of Navegantes (Portonave), one of the
most modern private terminals
in the country, which has been
operating since 2007.The project
involved investments of approximately US$ 200 million. There are
900 meters of docks, three mooring areas, with depth of 11 meters, a 270 thousand m2 rear yard
and infrastructure that allows the
movement of 1 million TEUs/ year.
By May 2009, it had received 475
ships and moved 190 thousand
containers and 327 thousand
TEUs. The operation mix is led
by refrigerated cargo, with high
added value, where meats correspond to 41% of the total. In
second place is wood, with 22%.
The port includes the Iceport, a
refrigerated terminal with an 18
thousand ton capacity.

High added value production
in the Itajaí Valley led the
Port of Itajaí to specialize in
containers: they represent more
than 90% of the movement

One of the most important projects for the Itajaí Port is
the privatization process of the still existing public area,
with the complete removal of the administration from
the operating area. The goal is to implement two mooring areas, with respective rear yard areas, which will require large investments for equipment and complementary work. Other business will also be generated with the
development, on the river’s right bank – from the mouth
of the river to the port – of a commercial area, including
a new cruise ship terminal, a marina,, and a hotel and or
a shopping mall, in a public-private partnership.

Santa Catarina makes great use of the sea for exports,
shipping US$ 7.2 billion in goods in 2008.
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The Port of São Francisco do Sul, managed by the state, and
the Port of Imbituba, the only one in Santa Catarina with
management granted to the private sector by the federal

Infrastructure

government, are strategic for the state’s competitiveness.

São Francisco do Sul
Located on the Babitonga Bay, in the state’s nothern region, the Port
of São Francisco do Sul Port moves a combination of cargo and containers – it is the second largest in the state in this segment, with 300
thousand TEUs/year. Expansion projects, with investments of US$ 50
million set for conclusion in 2010 will double this capacity. The project
includes the construction of a new mooring area, for solid bulk cargo
as well as a new terminal with space available for lease. An electronic
signalling system covers 9.3 miles of the access channel and the evolution basin. The buoy and tower system uses solar energy, and the
tower can withstand winds of up to 200 km/h, ensuring safe navigation. The port is recognized as an export passage given the operations
it handles: large companies move solid bulk cargo, including soy, some
of which comes by railroad from other states. The public grain terminal has a 110 thousand ton capacity for solid bulk and nine thousand
m3 for vegetable oils.

Learn more
One of the terminals at the Port of São
Francisco do Sul is private, Santa Catarina
Terminal (TESC). After investments of
about US$ 70 million, large ships can
dock there and it moves large quantities
of goods. The operations are integrated,
from the moment ships dock until the
cargo leaves.
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Port Movement (2008)
Port
São Francisco do Sul
Itajaí
Imbituba
Navegantes
Total

Total cargo
(thousand tons)
8,337.3
7,008.6
1,839.9
2,100.5
19,286.3

Containers
(thousand TEUs)
272.7
693.6
16.5
239.3
1,222.1

Source: Ports/FIESC

The Port of São Francisco is distinguished for moving bulk cargo
but it also handles many containers. It can dock vessels of over 290
meters, with capacity exceeding 4,800 TEUs in 20-foot containers

Imbituba Port

Laguna Port

The Port of Imbituba is a concession granted to private sector operators
until 2012. Ninety kilometres from the capital, it is connected to BR-101,
which runs through the entire state and allows goods to be moved to Mercosur. This is one of the port’s competitive advantages, which is enhanced
by its connection to the 229 kilometer Tereza Cristina railway. Located on
a bay, it does not need an access channel. It handles liquid and solid bulk,
frozen and general cargo – with prominence to imports of fertilizers, coke,
corn, salt and soda ash as well as the export of frozen goods. The port’s
depth is being increased from 9.5 to 10.5 and 11 meters.

Ninety-nine kilometers from the capital, the Port of Laguna is a public fishing industry terminal. Its infrastructure includes the following
segments: facilities for frozen goods, an ice silo and a warehouse for
general cargo, including stainless steel and air conditioned rooms for
unloading fish, complying with national and international sanitary legislation. Located on the left bank of the access channel to the Santo
Antônio Lagoon, it has 254.9 thousand square meters, with areas for
new companies, giving priority to the fishing segment.

There are four public bids being planned for private terminals at Imbituba. Leasing of the fertilizer terminal is the first. The feasibility studies have
been approved by the National Water Transport Agency (Antaq) and the bid publication set for late 2009. The minimum investment is R$ 18.6 million (about US$ 9 million) and calls for five units of mixers/sackers and 32 square metres of warehouses. Minimum forecast movement is between
210 and 237 thousand tons of fertilizers in the first five years. The grain terminal (34 thousand m2) will be the next placed for bid in 2010, with
liquid bulk (20.5 thousand m2) and soda ash (14.4 thousand m2) planned for 2011 and 2012 respectively.
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Airports

Integrating Network
Expansion of the airport will allow fast connections

Infrastructure

from all regions to large Mercosur cities.
The air transport structure

the high plains, in Correia

in Santa Catarina consists

Pinto. Jaguaruna’s airport will

of 22 public airports spread

have the largest runway, 2.5

throughout the state, ensuring

thousand meters long and 30

fast access to large cities as

metres wide, it will operate

well as cargo transportation.

for both passengers and

Two international airports –

cargo. The airport in Correia

Florianópolis and Navegantes

Pinto will be used mainly for

– and two national ones -

cargo, meeting demand from

Joinville and Forquilhinhas

companies in the wood and

– are under federal

paper sectors. The runway is

administration. All of the

concluded and is 1.8 thousand

others are managed by the

meters long and 30 m wide.

municipalities in conjunction
with the Santa Catarina
state government. With the
and cargo, Santa Catarina is
expanding its airport capacity.
main airports, two large
airports are under construction:
in the southern region,
Jaguaruna (with operations
planned for 2010) and on
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Hercílio Luz International Airport in Florianópolis, located 12 km from the
center of the city, will have its capacity nearly tripled by 2012. From 980
thousand passengers per year, it will have capacity of 2.7 million passengers. The passenger terminal will have 33.6 thousand square metres and
the airport will have 36 check-in counters, four boarding bridges, 1,820
parking spaces and aircraft area of 141.6 thousand m2. The innovations
include a covered terminal in the shape of an airplane. Conclusion of
construction is planned for 2012.
Size of airport
Runways

constant increase of passengers

In addition to enlarging the

Florianópolis International Airport

Learn more
Among the municipal airports, Chapecó,
in western Santa Catarina is the largest,
with 2.06 thousand meters of runway,
and regular flights to Florianópolis and
São Paulo.

Passenger terminal capacity
Aircraft parking areas

Parking

9,086,589.53 m²
14/32 (main) 2,300 x 45 m and
03/21 (auxiliary) 1.500 x 45 m
980,000 / year
Main area: 5 positions; secondary
areas: 3 positions (group 1
aircrafts), 9 for executive aircrafts,
2 for helicopters; auxiliary
area: 4 (small aircrafts)
580 spaces

Navegantes International Airport

In addition to the existing 18 municipal airports two others

The Ministro Victor Konder Airport has daily flights to São Paulo (Congonhas) and international flights, especially private flights or freights
from the Itajaí Valley. Located 12 km from the center of Navegantes, it
will undergo a restoration and expansion project. The plan calls for a
new runway and terminal, expansion of boarding and arrival areas and
a roof with acoustic insulation.

are being planned, one in São Joaquim and the other in the

Airport size
Runway
Passenger terminal capacity
Hanger spaces
Parking

716,883 m²
1,701 x 45 m
600,000 / year
14
262 spaces

Contestado region, near Joaçaba and Catanduvas.

Forquilhinha Airport
Situated near fedeal highway BR-101 and state highways SC-443 and SC446, which link it to cities in southern Santa Catarina, The Diomício Freitas airport is 6 km from downtown Criciúma. Under federal management
since 2006, its passenger terminal, runway and hangers will be restored.
Cargo transportation has been disabled since 2007, but the airport has
great potential to facilitate shipping of local production.
Airport size
Runway
Passenger terminal capacity
Aircraft parking
Car parking

285,000 m2
1,488 X 30 m
430,000 / year
7 spaces
60 spaces

Joinville Airport
Located 13 km from downtown Joinville’, The Lauro Carneiro de Loyola
Airport is one of the largest in southern Brazil, with capacity for 600 thousand passengers per year. Construction and operation of a new cargo
terminal, with cold storage for medicine, chemicals and perishable products, is foreseen for 2010.
Airport size
Runway
Passenger terminal capacity
Aircraft parking
Car parking

792,000 m²
1,640 x 45 m
600,000 / year
9 spaces
240 spaces

Operating Movement (2008)
Airport
Florianópolis
Navegantes
Joinville

Air Cargo
(in kg)
3,354,580
2,590,943
2,504,479

No. of aircraft
46,111
8,806
7,057

No. of
passengers
2,081,066
419,113
234,102

Source: Infraero
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General data
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Roads

Expanding Network
Highways integrate Santa Catarina from north to south and east

Infrastructure

to west, with connections to the main markets in South America.
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Road transport is the main

67 highways in the state

route for industrial products

network connecting cities

in Santa Catarina, whose

in Santa Catarina. Among

highway network consists of

the busiest are SC-401,

2,606 kilometers of federal

connecting the center of the

highways and six thousand

capital city to northern Santa

kilometers of state highways,

Catarina Island; SC-444, in

in addition to municipal roads

the south, between Balneário

that ensure access to all 293

Rincão and Criciúma; and SC-

municipalities in the state.

301, in the North, connecting

Eight federal highways cross

Joinville to São Francisco

Santa Catarina. The most

do Sul. State highways

important are the

are undergoing paving or

BR-101 and BR-116, which

reconstruction works in

cross the country from

15 different stretches. To

north to south connecting

improve the state highway

the main Brazilian states and

network, the Santa Catarina

along which many of the

State government has a joint

goods produced in Brazil flow.

program with the Inter-

Another federal highway of

American Development

great importance is BR-282,

Bank (BID). Begun in 1980,

690 km long, cutting the state

it works to relieve traffic,

from east to west, connecting

reduce logistic bottle

the capital, Florianópolis,

necks and make Santa

to Argentina. There are

Catarina’s highways safer.

The state Infrastructure Department (Deinfra) has an online system
to prepare road projects and construction budgets, named SCO.NET.
The aim is to standardize budget preparations, using price references
from Deinfra for materials and services included in the budget. Main
users of this system are engineering companies hired to prepare the
projects, as well as state agencies.

Learn more
The two main federal highways in the state are managed by the Spanish group Obrascon
Huarte Lain (OHL), through concessionaires Autopista Litoral Sul (BR-101) and Autopista
Planalto Sul (BR-116). The concessions were granted in February 2008, for 25 years to the
company that manages eight other concessions in Brazil.

Main federal highways

The BR-101 coastal highway cuts the state from north to south: linking the
state with São Paulo in Brazil and Buenos Aires in Argentina, the leading
Mercosur markets

Enlarged Corridor
The southern stretch of BR-101, connecting the capital, Florianópolis, to the neighboring state of Rio Grande do Sul is undergoing construction of two new lanes, scheduled for completion in 2010 with
investments of US$ 1.1 billion. The route is the main artery of the
Mercosur Corridor, running through the most developed area in Latin
America. The construction of new lanes will enable multimodal interconnection of production poles to the sea ports of Santa Catarina
and Rio Grande do Sul, allowing a better flow of agricultural and industrial goods. The expanded highway, which handles 15 thousand
vehicles per day, will have a noticeable improvement in traffic flow,
and save fuel for users.

Highway
North-South
BR 101 Northern portion (*)
BR 101 Southern portion (*)
BR 116
BR 153
BR 158
BR 163
East-West
BR 280
BR 282
BR 283 (**)
BR 285 (**)
Diagonally
BR 386 (**)
Connections
BR 470
BR 475 (**)
BR 477 (**)
BR 480 (**)
BR 486 (**)

Length (km)
216.5
249.5
315.9
119.8
147.3
122.6
228.2
680.4
350.4
65.8
73.8
358.9
214.4
213.9
155.8
182.4

Note: 2008 data
Source: DNIT and FIESC
(*) Under concession
(**) Temporarily administered by the Santa Catarina State Government

About 10% of Santa Catarina’s exports (in US$) leave the
country by highway. The main destinations are Mercosur
countries, where there are several highway connections.
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Railways

Logistic Alternatives
The railway network connects with other

Infrastructure

transportation modes, decreasing export costs.
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The railway network in

installed rail lines, of which

Santa Catarina offers safe

581 kilometers are operating.

and efficient alternatives

The active stretches include

for transporting cargo.

the connections of Mafra

The 1,365 kilometers

to the Port of São Francisco

of operational railways

do Sul and Mafra to the

offer high volume and

Rio Grande do Sul border,

low cost in connecting

via Lages. Grains, wood

production regions to

and general cargo are the

ports, and neighboring

prominent loads. Lines

states and countries. They

connecting Mafra to Porto

also help reduce the flow

União and Porto União to

of heavy vehicles and thus

Marcelino Ramos are not

avoid deterioration of

yet operating. In southern

roads. Two companies are

Santa Catarina, the Tereza

responsible for managing

Cristina Railway (FTC) is a

railway concessions in

164 kilometer concession,

Santa Catarina, which was

carrying most of the coal

privatized in 1996. The

supply to the Jorge Lacerda

largest is América Latina

power plant, in Capivari de

Logística (ALL), with 20,495

Baixo, from the mines in the

thousand kilometers of

Criciúma region. It is also an

railways in Brazil and

important path to export

Argentina. In Santa Catarina,

ceramic products through

there are 1,201 kilometers of

the Port of Imbituba.

Santa Catarina’s Railway Network
Length
Connections

Main items

Length
Connections
Main items

América Latina Logística (ALL)
1,300 km
➜ Border of PR-SC - Mafra - Jaraguá do Sul São Francisco do Sul
➜ Mafra - Curitibanos - Lages - Border of
SC-RS
➜ Mafra - Canoinhas - Caçador - Joaçaba Piratuba - SC-RS border
Soy beans and derivates;
industrialized products
Tereza Cristina Railway (FTC)
164 km
Criciúma - Capivari de Baixo - Imbituba
Coal and ceramic products

Projected Railways
Length
Connections
Aims

Length
Connections
Aims

East-West (“The Chicken Railway”)
700 km
Dionísio Cerqueira - Chapecó - Joaçaba
- Curitibanos - Rio do Sul - Itajaí
Facilitates flow from cold storage
in the west and provides rail links
with Argentina and Chile
Translitorânea (Coastline)
500 km
Araquari - Itajaí - Imbituba
Links the ALL and Teresa Cristina
Railway network and the three
main ports in Santa Catarina

New Lines
Two new railways are being built in
Santa Catarina. The Litorânea (Coastline) Railway, running 235.6 kilometers
north to south connecting the ALL and
FTC networks, to the cities of Imbituba and Araquari, with terminals in four
ports in Santa Catarina. The Leste-Oeste
(East-West) Railway – also known as the
“Chicken Railway” (Ferrovia do Frango)
– plans to connect Itajaí and Chapecó,
with the highway networks of Brazil, Argentina, Paraguay and Chile. The 616 kilometer line will connect to ALL in Ponte
Alta, in Santa Catarina’s high plains region, and in Herval d’Oeste, in the Peixe
River Valley. The railway will be an important logistic advance for the state’s
poultry and pork industries, facilitating
access to port structures.
Cargo wagons near the Port of São Francisco do Sul: intermodal
transportation is a logistical option in Santa Catarina

In addition to the two new railways being built, a project involving the Santa
Catarina State government and that of Paraná State to the north will be implemented to expand the railway network. The project will extend Paraná’s
West Railway (Ferroeste) to the city of Chapecó, which after construction
of an extension from Cascavel (PR) to Maracaju (MS), will connect Santa
Catarina to Mato Grosso, passing through Paraná’s southwest and western regions. The implementation of the new terminal will reduce transportation costs 30%, compared to highway transport. The railway will reduce
the costs of fuel, fertilizers and other inputs for the production of meat,
corn and soy beans, and connect the production regions of Paraná, Santa
Catarina and Mato Grosso do Sul.
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Power

Energy for the Economy
Quality distribution and generation of hydro, coal,

Santa Catarina can expand its hydropower capacity, especially
through Small Hydropower Plants (PCH). The state has 22 operating PCHs, with total installed capacity of 78,934 kW. These sources
do not require bidding processes for concessions, just an authorization from the National Electrical Energy Agency (ANEEL). The
PCH National Development Center has qualified teams to plan,
assemble, finance, assess feasibility, and handle environmental licensing and engineering, among other operations.

Infrastructure

natural gas, wind and biomass energy insure supply.
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Santa Catarina is able to safely

and have the capacity to

supply the energy needs of

generate just over one

companies and residences,

million kW. The largest is

and still provide energy to

the Jorge Lacerda complex

other states and countries.

in Capivari de Baixo.

The state is interconnected

Additionally, there are 21

to the national system, which

other small and medium

distributes power in the country

size power plants (190 MW).

Power Plants in Santa Catarina
Type
CGH
EOL
PCH
UHE
UTE
Total

Quantity
37
3
23
7
22
92

according to need. The state

Natural gas, organized in a

distributor is considered one of

system interconnecting 35

the best in Brazil according to

cities, is used by the ceramics,

indexes that measure quality of

glass and crystal, textile and

supply. There are 92 generating

machinery industries,

projects in Santa Catarina, with

among others. The industrial

total capacity of 5.5 million

sector consumes about

kW. Hydropower plants are

one million cubic meters

the main source of energy,

per day. The gas supply

responsible for about 80% of

network is the third largest

electrical generation. The state

in the country, with 685

has a hydraulic potential of 9.5

km of pipeline, covering

Learn more

million kW, and ten new power

the state’s north, south,

plants will be built by 2015.

Itajaí Valley and Greater

Coal-fired power plants

Florianópolis regions. A

are directly connected to the

total of 283 companies

electrical distribution system

use the natural gas.

Two projects are prominent: the
Itapiranga Plant (724 MW) on the
Uruguay River, which will be concluded
in 2011 and the Pai Querê Hydro Power
Plant on the Pelotas River with installed
capacity of 292MW.

Source: ANEEL
CGH – Central Geradora Hidrelétrica - Hydroelectric Plant
EOL – Central Geradora Eólica - Wind Plant
PCH – Pequena Central Hidrelétrica - Small Hydroelectric Plant
UHE – Usina Hidrelétrica - Hydropower Plant
UTE – Usina Termelétrica - Thermal Electric Plant

Capacity (kW)
20,085
14,400
81,897
4,329,352
1,007,256
5,452,990

%
0.37
0.26
1.50
79.39
18.47
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Alternative Sources
Wind parks and the use of biomass and other residues are energy alternatives that are being explored in Santa Catarina.
The state has three pioneer
wind parks: two in Água Doce
(13,800 kW), and one in Bom
Jardim da Serra (600 kW), used
to illuminate the Rio do Rastro
highway. In Lages, the first electrical plant fueled by biomass has
been operating since 2003 using
residue from wood production.
Planned to generate 28 MW of
energy and 25 tonns per hour of
steam, the unit operates at about
30% of capacity.

Learn more
In addition to the three
current wind parks in
Santa Catarina, another
four are planned for
Água Doce and three
in Bom Jardim da Serra.
Both will receive about
US$ 500 million and
should generate a total
of 218 MW.

Hydropower plants (left) and thermal
and coal (above): a diversity of
sources for electrical generation

Power consumption in SC
Class
Residential
Industrial
Commercial
Rural
Others
Total

2008 (in MWh)
3,801,333
8,254,476
2,513,779
1,739,058
1,439,212
17,747,858

Source: CELESC
Note: CELESC concession areas

The industrial sector is responsible for about 47% of Santa Catarina’s
consumption of electrical energy and demand grows an average of 7% per year.
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Communication

Permanent Connections
Santa Catarina’s system allows contact with any place in

Infrastructure

Brazil and abroad through images, text, data and voice.
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Santa Catarina has excellent

293 municipalities in Santa

connections with the

Catarina now have mobile

world. Since 1994 it is

coverage, 20 with access

interconnected with La

to 3G technology. There

Plata, in Argentina, and

are 37,295 operating

Maldonado in Uruguay,

public telephones. Santa

by 1,741 kilometers of

Catarina is connected

underwater optical fiber

to sea mobile service,

cables (Unisur). The

allowing telephone

cable carries all forms of

contact or SMS messaging

communication such as

to vessels throughout the

television, telex, telephone

world. In the main cities

and, data. Since 1997,

there is full domestic

optical fiber land cables,

and business access to

with OPGW technique,

broadband internet. All

interconnect Florianópolis

cities in Santa Catarina

to Curitiba and Porto

have access in at least

Alegre, the capitals of

one point. Considering

neighboring states. The

the presence of small

local telephone network

broadband providers,

has 1.6 million landlines

240 municipalities have

and three million mobile

coverage, reaching

devices in operation. All

82% of Santa Catarina’s

municipalities have landline

population. The Brazilian

telephones, and 263 out of

average is 74%.

Another option for internet access will be the
broadband via electricity network. Regulations
were established in 2009
and companies can ask
Anatel for authorization
to work with the system.
This opens another channel to stimulate competition in this market and
contribute towards digital
inclusion in Brazil.

Broadband internet in SC
Connection speed
34 Mbps
2 Mbps to 34 Mbps
512 Kbps to 2 Mbps
64 Kbps to 512 Kbps
Others

0.6%
9.9%
48.9%
39.9%
0.7%
Connection type

Telephone line (xDSL)
Cable
Radio
Satellite
Others
Source: Anatel and operators

79.6%
8.2%
1.4%
0.5%
10.3%

Credit

Money for Development

Media in numbers
All regions of the state have
both local and national television channels, in addition to
cable and satellite TV operators. Santa Catarina has 240
radio broadcasters, of which
184 are commercial and 56
community and 20 television
broadcasters, including both
cable and VHF. The state has
135 newspapers and several
magazines of regional and national circulation.

Communication systems on
the Morro da Cruz mountain
in Florianópolis: high
technology connects Santa
Catarina with the world

Two investment banks are

capital and investments for civil

prepared to meet the needs

construction, equipment and

of businesses in the state: The

industrial installations. The bank

Santa Catarina Development

also operates a micro-credit line,

Agency (Agência Catarinense de

with loans up to R$ 10 thousand

Fomento S/A) – Badesc and the

and a Pro-Micro line, financing

Regional Development Bank of

up to R$ 100 thousand very small

the Far South (Banco Regional de

companies. Concerned with

Desenvolvimento do Extremo Sul) -

regional development, BRDE made

BRDE. Both operate with resources

R$ 1.261 billion in investments in

from the National Social and

Santa Catarina during 2008. The

Economic Development Bank (Banco

industrial area received 37.4%. The

Nacional de Desenvolvimento

payment period is up to five years,

Econômico e Social) – BNDES and

with a grace period of up to two

from other financing sources.

years. Special programs finance

With loan capacity of about R$ 1

working capital for export. The

billion, Badesc invests in practically

Santa Catarina State government

all sectors of Santa Catarina’s

participates as a promoting agent

economy, providing working

through the Santa Catarina
Company Development Program
[Programa de Desenvolvimento da

The Santa Catarina State government created opportunities for PrivatePublic Partnerships (PPPs) in 2005. The SC Partnerships agency aims to
generate investments in the state through both PPPs and conventional
concessions for public services. Its priorities are highways, ports, water and
sewage systems and equipment for entertainment, leisure and tourism.

Empresa Catarinense] (PRODEC)
(see page 15). In addition to
tax incentives, Prodec allows
for investment through PublicPrivate Partnerships (PPPs).
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Santa Catarina’s Network

Vision for Business
Teaching, research and development institutions are partners

Knowledge

with industry and form the basis for new undertakings.
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Knowledge is a key factor

with industry, that focus

in the competitiveness of

on the companies’ needs.

Santa Catarina’s industry.

Educational and research

Companies that are leaders

institutions, business incubators

in their segments invest in

and technological parks act

complete command of the

swiftly and autonomously in

technology of their products

a decentralized manner to

and services for strategic

answer regional and sectoral

reasons. They also invest in

demands. This support network

human resources training,

also includes high quality

preparing it to work with new

technical services suppliers, with

technologies and production

a metrology network consisting

changes. To do so, they rely on

of more than 120 labs. This

a well structured educational

knowledge-based infrastructure

and research network, which

allows Santa Catarina’s

is able to meet increasing

industrial companies to position

demands. Santa Catarina has a

themselves among the most

well articulated and prepared

innovative in Brazil, in both

network for generation and

traditional and the so-called

dissemination of knowledge,

new knowledge industries,

providing services that are

which consist of sectors

fundamental to the state’s

like computer technology,

economic development. Among

telecommunications and

the principal characteristics of

biotechnology, which are also

this network are its partnerships

prominent in Santa Catarina.

Cultural Profile
The culture of generating knowledge for business is at the genesis of
many of Santa Catarina’s companies. Since the 1960s, the leaders in the
electrical equipment, metallurgy and machinery sectors, for instance,
were built through partnerships with the university laboratories in the
state. These labs found solutions to increase the efficiency of electrical motors and refrigeration compressors. Today they generate the
same amount of cold with just half the energy used 20 years ago
and have the most advanced refrigeration technology in Brazil, and
are a reference in developing products and processes in mechanical
engineering.

Expanding network
The knowledge based infrastructure is expanding and improving quality through Santa Catarina’s Technological Innovation Nucleus (NITS),
which is designed to strengthen ties between research institutions and
the productive sector. This is a partnership between the Euvaldo Lodi
Institute (IEL/SC), which is part of the FIESC System, and other institutions. The NITS Network will basically work with a data base to maintain
updated information on available competences, mapping scientific and
technological production of other research centers. The companies may
search for the closest center, to determine which institution undertakes
projects that meet their needs. To compile the Network, new innovation nuclei will be established at research centers, which will join the
ten already working nuclei. The network also foresees the implementation of ten nuclei at companies, using the Innovation Management
methodology developed at IEL/SC.

Learn more
Santa Catarina’s leading universities are
directly involved with the productive
sector. They are partners in different
forms, providing human resources
education via training, specialization,
professional or master’s courses, and
in the development and improvement
of products, processes and services.
The relationships are built through
progressive construction of mutual
trust, long term projects, and on-going
joint work.

Technological education
and activity in research and
development: generation and
diffusion of knowledge

Santa Catarina has 36 base technology company incubators (21 are
operational and another 15 are being established) and two Technology Parks. The incubators are linked to institutions such as universities and technology centers, the FIESC System and are dedicated
to creating conditions favorable to the development of young companies, usually those established by university graduates, who have
developed a promising technology. There are about 120 incubated
companies in the state, responsible for 6,000 direct jobs and annual
income of R$ 65 million. The technology parks provide special conditions for technology companies.

Communications, digital convergence and entertainment are a few of the
fields that have great research and development potential in Santa Catarina.
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Research and Development

Fundamental Link
Connected to industry and aware of its demands, SENAI/SC

Knowledge

integrates institutions and suppliers of specialized solutions.
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Santa Catarina’s National

periodic technical consultations

Industrial Learning Service

with business unions and entities

(SENAI), which is part of the

in these sectors. The idea is

FIESC System, is a fundamental

that when it comes to technical

link in Santa Catarina’s network

information, it is never behind

of industrial education, research

the companies: it must either

and development. SENAI

be with or ahead of them, in

works on all of these fronts in

order to provide consultancy that

an integrated manner. It has

leads to innovation. Because it

technology centers for the most

works in networks, all of SENAI’s

important industrial sectors in

competences are disseminated

the state. The centers provide

throughout the state, through

support to professional training

consultancies provided to

and technological development,

companies. In 2008, total services

and offer certifications and

and solutions rendered by

information services. They are

SENAI/SC grew 150%, and the

connected to business incubators

number of companies served

and to international research

grew over 50%. The services

projects, development and

provided include technology

teaching, in partnership with

development, consultancy

some of the most important

and advice on business,

universities and companies in

production and environmental

the world. To guarantee that

management, laboratory,

SENAI’s work meets companies’

technical and technological

needs, the institution holds

information inspection services.

International partnerships
An example of a strategic partnership involving teaching and research
institutions and companies is SENAI’s Design Futures project. Resulting from a partnership of the National Industrial Learning Service (SENAI/SC) with the Italian institute Poli-Design, the aim of the project is
to apply the Italian experience with design development to create furniture, shoes and clothing for the Brazilian market. The first sector to
benefit from the partnership is the furniture sector in São Bento do Sul,
in northern Santa Catarina. The partnership intends not only to transpose the existing model, tested in Italy, but also to introduce a strategic design concept among companies in the sector, so that the whole
creation process can be developed, as well as the launching and marketing of a new product.
Learn more
SENAI/SC has 33 units, which give priority to the economic trends
in each region and work in the food, automotive, machinery,
electrical, automation, computer, wood and furniture, paper and
cellulose, leather and shoes, textile and clothing, ceramic, fishery,
shipbuilding, construction and materials segments.

The 13 SENAI labs conducted more than 25 thousand hours of product
and material testing per month for 1.3 thousand companies in 2008.

SENAI/SC units throughout the state work as a chain. In practical terms, this enables transfer of know-how from one unit to
the other and might help develop a potential not yet explored.
This means that SENAI/SC contributes to develop new productive poles or new economic vocations in more than one region
in the state. This has happened in Chapecó, Itajaí and Criciúma.
In Chapecó, in the west, where agroindustry is strong, the furniture industry is developing with SENAI’s support, using experiences from the São Bento do Sul unit. In Itajaí, support is gained
from Joinville’s experience, helping to expand the metallurgical
and machinery sector. In Criciúma, a traditional ceramics pole,
the textile and clothing industries are growing with support from
SENAI’s experience at the Blumenau unit.

Senai/SC Technology Centers

Senai units provide research activities and technological services to
support industrial development

Blumenau
Chapecó
Joinville
Jaraguá do Sul
São Bento do Sul
Criciúma
Florianópolis

Textile Technology Center
Food Technology Center
Metallurgical and Machinery Technology Center
Electronics Technology Center
Furniture Technology Center
Materials Technology Center
Automation and Computer Technology Center
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Professional Training

Education for the Market
In Santa Catarina, people are trained to meet the

Knowledge

specific needs of companies operating in the state.
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One of the greatest

of each region. Among

competitive advantages

educational institutions

of Santa Catarina’s

in the state, SENAI/SC

industrial companies are

is the largest trainer of

the professionals trained

personnel for industry. In

in the state with a focus

2008, 77 thousand people

on real needs. In higher

were enrolled in all areas

education, federal and

of activity. In its 55 years

state universities as well

of existence, SENAI has

as private institutions

had more than 1.5 million

have undergraduate and

enrollments. SENAI/SC’s main

graduate courses that are in

objectives are to insure that

tune with Santa Catarina’s

employment opportunities

main industrial segments,

are met with well-trained

such as mechanical

workers. To do so, it offers

engineering, electrical and

several types of courses,

content to the market reality

production engineering,

emphasizing actions that

and are stimulated to search

which are among the best

provide practical experience

for the knowledge needed to

in the country. Regional

and that bring its teaching

improve. Teaching activities

universities, working in

units closer to the market.

are associated to consulting

the southern, Itajaí Valley,

The model used by SENAI/

with companies. Both combine

northern, high plains

SC is based on education

with the institution’s strategy

and western regions,

by competence – to learn

to disseminate concepts of

have courses suited for

in order to do. From group

management, innovation and

the economic vocation

activities, students relate

technological development.

Training courses at SENAI/SC: the institution
is the state’s main professional school

Enrollment at SENAI/SC (2008)

International Work
When one of the largest Brazilian multinationals, with headquarters in
Santa Catarina, changed its management system (ERP) SENAI/SC provided distance education courses especially prepared for the company’s
needs. Thirty-six courses were offered over the internet in 2008, reaching
about five thousand employees in over 20 countries, totaling more than
30 thousand enrollments. Courses were offered in Portuguese, English
and Spanish. In another international undertaking, the SENAI/SC unit in
Blumenau was hired by a large Brazilian construction company to train
professionals performing basic civil construction activities in Angola. Training of carpenters, bricklayers and iron workers was given 500 km from
the capital city of Luanda.

Type
Industrial learning
Professional qualification (classroom courses)
Professional quality (distance courses)
High school
Technical courses
High technology
Post-graduation

No. of students
4,369
38,871
9,213
3,494
16,454
4,430
989

Among the environments concerned with educational activity,
SENAI/SC has 342 classrooms, 326 teaching labs and 24 libraries.
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Leading Santa Catarina Exports

100 top exports

Mixtures used as basic materials in food
industry

Paper or cardboard sacks, with
base >= 40 cm

Other apple juices

Part. board/wood face not pine <6 mm

Other gelatins and their derivatives

Pine lumber

Misc. ceramic, glazed, enamel tiles

Other types of maté

Wood frames for photos mirrors, etc.

Misc. ceramic tiles not glazed &
enameled

Refined soybean oil in closed recipients

Wooden frames and handles for tools,
brushes etc.

Ceramic
Ceramic dishes & other domestic
items, etc.

Food
Agr. mach. parts, etc for soil prep
Bananas fresh or dry

Saus. franks/lunch from meats, innards
blood
Soy oil, refined in bottles with cap
Soybean oil, bulk, even degummed
Turkey meat/turkey pieces and innards
Turkey products

Wooden bedroom furniture
Wooden kitchen furniture

Forestry

Wooden office furniture

Edible chicken products
Fresh apples

Doors, with frames and jambs

Frozen chicken meat not cut in pieces

Kraft paper for large bags, raw, in rolls

Frozen chicken parts and innards

“Kraftliner”/for covers, raw, in rolls/sheets

Frozen deboned beef

Milled softwood lumber, in sheets etc.
>6mm

Frozen pork carcasses and half
carcasses
Frozen pork meat
Misc. animal meats, salted, dried, etc.
Misc. edible pork innards, frozen
Misc. soybeans/even ground
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Misc. wooden furniture
Parts for wooden furniture

Corn kernels, not for planting
Dextrin and other modif. starches

Furniture

Misc. cabinet and carpentry structures
for const.
Misc. particle board and plywood 6 mm <=
Misc. wooden structures
Paper, cardboard kraft, raw<=150g/m2 in
sheets and rolls

Machinery
AC generators >750 kVa
Dielectric liquid transformer>1.000 kVa
Domestic ref. compressors
Elec. AC 3-phase motor 7.500 kW<<=30.000
kW
Elec. freq. conv. for var. speed motors
Elec. motor AC 3-pahse 37.5 W<<=750 W,

To do business in Santa Catarina, contact FIESC >

rotary td cage

Metallurgy and metal products

Textile and clothing

Elec. 3-phase, AC motor 75kW<<=7500kW
Elec. 3-phase, AC motor .750 W<<=75 kW,
rotor, cage
Elec. switches etc. <= 1 kV
Equip. for refrig./air-cond. cap=<30.000
frigorias/hr.
Freezers front door, capacity <=800 l
Freezers, top door, capacity <= 900 l
Gas heating and kitchen equip. etc. iron
Grain and dry veg. cleaning and selection
machinery
Herm. compressor, capacity<4700
frig. hr.

Accessories for cast iron pipe

Bath and kitchen towels

Faucets and other plumbing parts

Syn. artificial fiber ribbons

Iron cold steel laminates >=6 dm, in rolls,
1 mm<

T-shirts, etc. of cotton knit

Misc. iron or steel structures
Other iron/steel pipes sold. sec. circ.

Tobacco

Screws bolts of cast iron/iron/steel
Semi-manufact. iron steel non carbon
alloy prods.
Steel/iron lamin >=6 dm,galvan.other
processes<4.75 mm

Burley tobacco, non-manuf. totally/partly
dry leaves
Smoke alarms
Virginia tobacco, non-manuf. totally/partly
dry leaves etc.

Misc. air compressor parts/other gases

Spare parts and vehicles

Misc. dental tools and equip.
Misc. refrig. parts

Others

Misc. rotary pumps

Auto. speed control tools

Other elec. motors ac mono. 37.5w<=15kw<

Bus & van bodies >=10 people

Other parts for elec. motors/group
generators

Crankshafts (piston rods)

Other parts for liquid pumps
Packaging and wrapping machines

Cylinder blocks/heads/gear box, for
compressors

Refrigerators w freezer sep. ext. door

Elec. ignition parts for combust. eng.

Potassium iodide

Rotary pumps<=300l/min.

Misc. car & tractor brakes and parts

Shoe uppers and their components

Turbine and hydraulic wheel parts, incl.
regulators

Misc. parts and accessories > tractors &
cars>

Source: MDIC

www.fiescnet.com.br/cin

•

Cylinder blocks heads, etc for diesel motors

business@fiescnet.com.br

•

+55 48 3231 4651

Calcium iodine
Cow leathers/skins, prepars. divid.
Electric energy
Flat, smooth carved or cut granite
Misc. plastic pipe fittings
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